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Republicans IV Open State
Campaign in Greater Log Vegao
for Govornor; Frank IV. Clancy, nominee for Attorney General; Frank Springer and Other
,
Distinguished Speakers Will Address Dig -

H. O. Bursum, Candidate
,

:

,

.

Assemblage in the Duncan Opera House

-

MANY STRIKERS li

,

polls November 7.
While the republicans, in convention assembled, adopted a state platform, they were unable to Incorporate In that instrument the complete position of the party relative to all of the issues which will be
raised during this campaign. The speakers of tonight will go more thoroughly into discussion of subjects'
which are of vital Importance to the people of New Mexico. They will outline clearly the principles of the
republican party in New Mexico.
The remarks of Mr. Bursum will be of particular interest since it Is he who has been honored with
the nomination for the highest office within the gift of the new state. At the time of his selection for that
office by the republicans Mr. Bursum made a short address In which he pledged himself to the carrying out
of certain principles which are dear to the hearts of the people of this state. Tonight he will go further. When he has ceased speaking his position on all questions of importance will have been fixed definitely by public expression. Mr. Bursum Is known to be a consistent worker for the Interest of New
Mexico and her people. His "opening volley" likely will be a fearless declaration for everything that Is
'
for the good of New Mexico.
Even those who have resided but a short length 'of time In New Mexico are acquainted with the abiland
ity
Integrity of Frank W. Clancy. When the republican party of the state sought for a candidate for
the first attorney general it was unable to find a man better qualified for that position. As territorial
attorney general Mr. Clancy had made good, and so he was chosen for attorney general ,of 'the new state.
From the standpoint of a lawyer Mr, Clancy will tell the assemblage why the new state should
lt future destinies in, the hands of the republican party. At the time of his nomination Mr. Clancy
put
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Mr.
Clancy Is a
government republican. He Is prepared to produce proofs of the truth of that assertion.
to
him.
to
listen
a
will
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as
as
bewa
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well
pleasure
speaker. t
witty
As a citizen and republican Frank Springer also will address the meeting
tonight. Mr. Springer
Is a business man of sound ability. He has lived in New Mexico many years. Perhaps there Is no man
in the state who understands better than' he the conditions in New Mexico. Mr. Springer Is supporting
the republican ticket. He has good reasons for believing that is the best policy for the welfare of the new
state. He will disclose those reasons tonight.
The three speakers of the evening have been sent here by the st?te central committee because that
organization deemed San Miguel county the best possible place in whicn to open the campaign. The people of this county are essentially republican. They pile up large republican majorities at the polls. The
county is the banner republican commonwealth of the state. Hence, it is but fitting that the republican
state campaign should be opened in Las Vegas. The speakers will be assured of the fact that they are adInto
dressing "home folks" when they take the platform. Thus they will be the better able to go forth
the "enemy's country" on the south encouraged by the support of such a loyal republican county as the
county of San Miguel.
There are a few democrats In San Miguel county. They are constantly growing fewer. The meetto be present
ing tonight Is for their benefit as well as for the republicans. They are cordially invited
and occupy the best seats In the opera house.
The women of New Mexico are as Interested In the welfare and progress of the new state as
any of the1 men.' To them is extended a most cordial invitation to attend the meeting tonight.
The meeting will be opened promptly at 8 o'clock. The Greater Las' Vegas bnd will furnish music.
There will be plenty of seats for everybody," although it would 'be well to come early, a a big crowd Is
expected, In order to obtain themost advantageous seats In the auditorium. The republicans of the West
side have organized committees to advertise the meeting among the voters of the town of Las Vegas.
masse.
They will be present In liberal numbers. The republicans of the East side also will turn out en
Mr. Voter, It i your duty to attend the meeting tonight. If you do not, you will miss the opportunity
of availing yourseff ,of Information concerning the Issues at stake at the ccmlng election; Information without which you should not feel qualified to cast an intelligent ballot. The' republican party la Inviting the
free discussion of every Issue of the campaign You should feel free to listen to these discussions and
'"''..'
...take part In them. ' ,'
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VIrEMEN ON GEORGIA & FLORIDA
ROAD WIN CONCESSION
T.HE COMPANY.
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MEN WILL LEAVE CONTROLLERS
SUNDAY, IF EMPLOYES ARE
NOT REINSTATED.
Chicago, Oct. 7. Edward Bloom,
machinist
old, a
employed in the Illinois Central railroad's shops at Burnside, was beaten
into Insensibility by two unidentified
non-unio-

The police believe
result of the
strike, as Bloom's assailants made no
s
Fifty
attempt to rob him.
and their helpers who struck
a week ago, returned to work at the
Burnside shops today'.' The railroad
officials declare that more than 300
strikers hav returned to work. This
the strike leaders deny.
' Reoprts from HouBton, Memphis,
McComb City and New Orleans Indicate an absence' of rioting, following the racew t! ,; tone es i i connection with the strike,
A
assailants today.

that the assault

--

ia the

boiler-maker-

Southern. Strike Ended.
Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 7. The strike ot
the firemen on the Georgia & Florida
railroad has been settled. The men
will get fifty per cent of engineers'
pay. All men have returned to work,
as their contracts required. The firemen win their contentions, they say.
Car Traffic Stops.
Des Moines, La., Oct 7. Dec
Moines street car men will go on
strike not later than 1 o'clock tomorrow morning, unless an eleventh-hou- r
effort to settle the differences
between the company and the union
is successful.
The union demand the reinstate
ment of three recently discharged car
men.
'

CIRCUIT JUDGE DEAD.
Milwaukee, Oct 7. United States
Circuit Judge Joseph Quarles died to-

day,

'
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MACK NAMES CLARK

FOR PRESIDENT

7
and Spokane, Wash. tro will
ive
attle.
When the president's train reachel
Walla
Walla, Governor Hay, of Wash'
CQNTIIOUSTRAVELING
Spokane tonight for Tacoma and Se
ington,' and former United Statel
SINCE .HE LEFT BEVERLY SEP- Senator" Ankeny, were waiting to welcome Mr. Taft to the state. ImmeTEMBER 15, HE HAS COVERED
diately after breakfast, the president
6,456 MILES.
was taken for an automobile ride.
He spoke to several thousand1 per;
Walla Walla, Wash., Oct. 7. Com- sons in City Park.
"I feel so very much at home
ing into Washington today .President
Taft finished the first half of his tour here," said Mr. Taft, beginning hi
circle and touched the first state bor- address, "that I want to stay."
Governor Hay introduced the presidering on the Paciilic coast. Sin'-- o
be left Beverly, September 15, the dent and said he was u "good" pre
president has traveled 6.456 miles and 8cripti6n."
The president laughingly saU thai
has traversed 15 states. He has made
the people want a "second dose,"
if
more
100
and
more than
speeches
than 2,000 railroad men, according to he would try to do his best.
The president repeated part of hii
officials, have been concerned in
speech on agriculture, delivered at
,
hauling his train.
west and
jSo far, the president has stood the several state fairs in the
few minutes discussing Ms
a
alspent
well.
the
Even
remarkably
trip
titude of Colorado, Wyoming and tariff vetoes.
Utah had failed to dampen his ardor
and, In fact, he seems to have withHEAVY EARLY SNOWFALL.
stood the rigor of three weeks in
Saranac
Lake, N. Y., Oct 7. Four
the
than
ycunger
sleeping' cars better
inches of snow covers the northern
men in his party.
ranges of the Adrlondacks today, the
From Walla Walla, Mr. Taft vill heaviest precipitation at "this tima of
0 to Lewiston and Moscow, Idaho, the year in a decade.
.

AMERICAN

BALLOON

WILL WIN CONTEST

Burcum

Official Records Hear Evidence that Ills Record as Superintendent of the Territorial Penitentiary Vas Unsullied; A
Drlef Recitation cf the Facts, Which Ara Fully
Th animus and actuating motive for the vicious and unwarranted attack
upon' Honorable H. O.
Bursum, republican candidate for 'governor, by a few disgruntled and thoroughly discredited political "Boxers" are so palpable as to require no elucidation, and are of such a disreputable character' as to be repu'.
,
diated by all right minded Individuals.
The puerile attempt, by wilful distortion and misrepresentation of the facts, to besmirch the character of the republican standard bearer, merits, and cannot' fall to evoke, the condemnation of every fair
minded, self respecting citizen of the state, regardless of political affiliation.
The falsity of the charges made agalnat Honorable H. O. Bursum relative to his administration of the
affairs of the penitentiary has been fully and conclusively established by adjudication In a court of competent Jurisdiction, under authority conferred upon It by an act of the legislature TACITLY APPROVED
BY FORMER GOVERNOR HAGERMAN, who now sees fit to criticize and condemn the
legislative enactment which could not have become law had he chosen to exercise the veto power vested In him.
After the institution of the suit brought for the puporse of adjudicating the matters In controversy
between the territory and Mr. Bursum, the court apointed as referee Mr. C. V. Safford, traveling auditor
of the territory, who, snortly prior thereto, had been
by Governor Hagerman, and who was, and
is, universally recognized
throughout the territory' as one of Its most competent accountants.
In that suit the territory wps represented by able counsel, and the
government, having been permitted to Intervene, was represented by a special assistant to the attorney general of the United States and
"
by a special agent of the Interior department. ;
Mr. Safford proceeded to make a thorough and exhaustive examination and audit
of Mr. Bursum's
accounts, INCLUDING THE BOOKS FALSELY ALLEGED TO HAVE BEEN BURNED, and which are now
on file In the office of the clerk of the district court as exhibits to Referee Safforfs report.
During the progress of the hearing the expert accountant from Colorado Springs, employed by Governor Hagerman to audit the penitentiary accounts, was requested to appear before Mr. Safford and present
facts and figures In substantlah of the charges theretofore made; he refused so to do, whereupon ha was
subpoenaed, but upon being placed upon the witness stand refused to attempt to substantiate the charges.
His- - testimony Is likewise of record.
Upon the filing of the referee's report the matter was reguiarly heard before the trial court, when
the fullest opportunity was afforded for the presentation of facts tending to disprove the correctness of
'
t...j-epor- t
and JSndlnga.. CUT.NO SUCH ATTEMPTfWAS MADE.
.
.
,.
, At the conclusion of the hearing, after the trial court' In response to an Inquiry had, been assured by
counsel that they had no objection whatever to offer against the approval of the report, the court made Its
findings, based upon the facts and figures .adduced before it, and rendered , Its decree In accordance therewith, whereby Mr. Bursum was fully and completely exonerated. The terms and provisions of the decree,
as well as all the facts and figures referred to, are matter of record.
From the court's decree,' as rendered, the right of appeal existed, not only to the supreme court of
the territory, but to the supreme court of the United States from the latter tribunal. NO APPEAL WAS
... :
taken. ,
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THESE ARE SIMPLE, UNVARNISHED FACTS. The charges made against Mr. Bursum are merely
a reiteration of statements made prior to the institution of the suit referred to, the falsity of which has
been conclusively established by the solemn adjudication of the Judicial branch of our government They
present no live Issue In this campaign, and should not further engage the attention of the Intelligent voters of the state or divert their attention from the reaf issues Involved, and particularly the paramount Issue
of protecting their important and material Interests at the coming election by placing New Mexico solidly
In the republican column.
to be injected into the
, With this brief statement of incontrovertible facts, the issues thus sought
,"
campaign should be eliminated from further discussion.

to insure, above all else, .the occupaPARADE
tion of Cyrenaica which is the richest ILLUMINATED
part of tie invaded country,
OF AUTOS TONIGHT
BE INOPPORTUNE NOW
Italians Reiatiate
7.
An
Italian
Oct
Flume, Hugary,
sailing vessel having' ' been sunk by
ITALIANS WILL WELCOME ACTION Turkish
guns at Saint Jean de Medua, PRETTY PAGEANT WILL OCCUR
UNLESS
ANOTHER BADLY
BY OTHER, NATIONS WHEN
two Italian cruisers shelled, the town
'
and then proceeded to-- sea.
NEEDED RAIN FALLS.
THEY SECURE TRIPOLI
,
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Substantiated by Proofs
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ruth Concerning Statements

RETURN TO

MAN
No more important political meeting will occur during the entire state campaign this fall than that
which will be held thla evening In the Duncan opera house. This meeting will be addressed by Holm O.
Bursum, republican candidate for governor' of vNew Mexico; Frank W. Clancy, candidate upon the republican ticket for attorney general and Frank1 Springer, candidate for nothing, but a sincere well wisher for the
"
new state of New Mexico.
The meeting will be of great interest to every citizen of New Mexico from the Raton pas to the
southern boundary. For it will mark the first public utterances of Mr. Bursum since his nomination for
governor at the republican convention held In Las Vegas last week. The meeting will be the opening gun
of a campaign which the republicans expect to push vigorously until victory crowns their banners at the
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CEN.
CHAIRMAN OF NATIONAL
TRAL COMMITTEE BOOSTS
SPEAKER OF HOUSE.

7. Chairman Nor- democratic na
of
the
Jman E."Mack,
GERMAN AIR CRAFT HAS VAN tional committee in the October numISHED AND "BUCKEYE" HAS
ber of the National Monthly presents
Speaker Champ Clark of the house of
MADE BEST RECORD
representatives as a possible candidate for the, democratic presidential
Kansas City, Oct 7 With but one nomination. - '
balloon, the1 Berlin II, wtill in the air,
Chairman Mack says;
the race for the James Gordon Ben"The battle next year must be
nett trophy, which started from here fought largely on the magnificent recThursday, is now between the United ord of the present democratic liouso."
Slates and Germany. Of the five balloons in the international race that
have landed, the Buckeye, American,
General" reyes on peck,
has made the greatest distance, 365
,San Antonio, Texas, Oct 7. Genmiles. The Berlin n must beat tbit eral Bernardo Reyes, upon his arrival,
mark to Hft the cup.
Ijere today from New Orleans, was
Whether the Berlin II has drifted is greeted hy;a delegation of about 800
problematical. No word has been re- Mexicans. In a chorus of "vivaa" for
ceived of it since the race started. "Reyes there was one "viva Madero."
inasmuch as all the balloons that have General Reyes was escorted to the
residence of Miguel Qulroga, where
tome to earth were caught in a storm
he will make his home until other
in the Minnesota region, and the Ger
plans can be made.
man balloon started in the same' direction, as the others, it is thought
George Waahburn a resident of
probable that the Berlin II has en Wagon Mound, arrived last night from
his heme on business.
countered the same disturbance.

Buffalo,

Oct.

.

.

i

Rome, via Frontier, Oct. 7. Official
circles state that while the Italian
fleet has taken possession of TripoM,
the occupation cannot be considered
an accomplished . fact in the if ense
that it renders possible, that) intervention by the powers; which Italy in due
time will welcome, but as the. present moment would 'be inopportune.
Before anything of the kind takes
olace, the Italian troops must land and
in reaHity occupy, not only the coast
but also the intartior, of the province,
in order to make sure that any remaining resistance of Turkey shall
be overcome. .'
It is charged that Turkey is not
obeying the international rules of warfare. Italy has released all the Turkish steamers which were seized in
Italian harbors when war was declared on arriving soon afterwards, their
commanders not having learned of the
beginning of hostilities.
Turkey, on the contrary, has hoisted
the Ottoman flag over the Italian
steamers Ernesto, Ilardl, and Meloria,
v hich were seized along the coast, and
i emanning them with Turkish sailors,
Is usdng them for its own purposes.
It was learned today that the Italians have occupied Derna and the
coast of Bombay gluf. Thus ia revealed ttbe plan of the Italian campaign
in northern Africa. The object was
f

WHOLE VILLAGE

-'- .
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will
occur
the big illumizi-- ,
Tonight

ated automobile parade and at' 7:30'
o'clock Bharp the drivers will meet
in the Plaza from where the proces-sipnTwstart The drivers will be
given torches and other decorations
for illumination by the committee of
the Fair association." j The greater
Lai 'Vegas band,: ire V car,-- will lead
the procession, which will follow the
car line from the Plaza to Saint Anthony's sanitarium. A large number
of drivers have entered for the occasion and the parade will present a
beautiful sight. The path of the parade will he illuminated by torches
ecpecially provided for the occasion
and everything, promises to go oft In
fine style, if it doesn't rain.
ill

SWEPT AWAY
RESIDENTS
?

OF

BLACK

RIVER

FALLS, WIS., ARE WITHOUT
FOOD OR SHELTER.

.

Black River Falls, Wis., Oct.
city of about 2,000 inhabitants
practically has been blotted from the
map. Only a few of the 1 business
buildings have thus far escaped the
fury of a raging flood and they seem
doomed to destruction.
Lower Town, or the Grove, that
section lying to the west pi the river,
early today was a place v of misery,
It is here that the vast majority of
the residents live and, following a
night of anxiety and Buffering, they
face the realization that no food is
available except what was In ths'r
homes.
Every grocery establishment and
meat market in the city has disappeared. Two dozen dwellings have
been swept away, and unless there Is
a sudden change in the current, many
more will disappear into the torrent,
which still roars in what once was
the heart Of the city.

CO N G R EGATIO NALI STS.
Fond du Lac , Wis, Oct. 7. Witli
"The Church and the Agje" as the
general theme of discussion, the 73d
annual meeting of the Wisconsin
association
Congregational
began
here today and will continue until1
The prominent speakers to
Monday.
be heard include Dr. C. W. Richards
of" New York, Rev. .f: H. Chandler ot"
Chicago,' President Silas Evans cf
Cbarles P. ConRlpon College, Re-EL F. Burns
Rev.
nolly of Milwaukee,
of Superior, and Rev. J.. S,. Reeve of
',
Appleton.
v

,
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It rises with the dawn and ceases to
fly with the twilight.
During the
night troops are free to move without ee3 pegring at them from' above.
The aeroplane 'irf also a
jblid, very useful during clear fine
days, but obliged to seek shelter
from high winds, and whose eyes are
dulled by rain fog and cloud. .
The most effective of Turennes
campaigns, that in Olsace, took place
in winter, Austerlitz was fought on
December 2 and the battle of Eylan
was contested In a snow storm. The
budget for military aeronauts next
year is $2,028,000. France will have
about 200 army aeroplanes next

SATURDAY,

OCTOBER

7, 1911.
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THE NEAL TREATMENT

Madam, We Are Ready For You wiih A Host Complete Exposition O- f-

fair-weath-

ALCOHOLISM
KNOWN ALL OVER THE

HAS BECOME

WOULD AS

The Only Cure
That will entirely neutralize and remove from the system all
trace of alcoholic poison and render (he drinker absolutely free
from appetite, craving or desire for alccholic beverages cf any
kind whatsoever. It is administered
f
WITHOUT HYPODERMIC INJECTIONS

USUALLY

Every patient is benefitted mentally, morally and financially. Every organ of the body is brought into a more healthy
condition. The man's health is decidedly improved.
The Neal Treatment has been officially adopted by the
government of Australia and other state governments and
Sixty-On- e
Institutes are now in operation or opening in the
United States and forejgn countries.
Literature and full information will be
furnished upon application

The Original Neal

Cure

Three-Da- y

'

Call or Write

-

-

NEAL INSTITUTE
-

1

FOREIGN

-

'

512 North Second Street

Phone 321

N. M. 1

ALBUQUERQUE,

the siege of 1870-7have been hoarding food, dried beans, dried fruits,
preserved meats ana other articles of
food that a few months' storage will
not damage.! The great provision
houses
are
entirely
bought
out of some lines of thes goods. An
other reason besides vague appre
hension of a siege, has been the
kuowledge that, should war begin,
the prices of food would rise and the
thrifty French housewife has taken
the precaution to buy some sorts of
food in advance when prices are

NEWS NOTES

Paris, Oct. 7. Persons having occasion to cash checks in the middto
of September learned to their surprise that none of the Paris banks
were prepared to pay In gold. An
American gentleman who presented
a check for 3,000 francs at the Bank
of France was given only 500 In gold
and his request for more refused.
The Boulevard branch of one of the
Alfred M. Collins and B. Marshall
largest French banks which usually Scull ,of Philadelphia, , have sailed
etarts the day with from 25,000 to from Marseilles on their way to Cen60,000 francs in gold, recently had tral African hunting fields to collect
1,000 and was unable to obtain more. specimens of large and small animals
Payment was made in .
for the Philadelphia Academy of Napieces, which are legal tender up to tural Sciences. They go by way of
any amount, indeed, the dividends of Alexandria, Port Said, Suez and
government stocks are always paid Mohbasa, British East Africa.
:ni these bulky coins.
Their expedition will organize at
This stoppage of the gold issue is Nairobi, from where they design to
mainly due to the fact that the penetrate to parts of equatorial Af
'
agents of a number ot German banks rica little known to the outside
were buying up gold as fast as they world. They take with them fifty
could, paying 5 francs per 1,000 pre- cases of equipment bought in London
mium. In addition to sending
for their party, which will number 100
to cash checks and notes at native soldiers, porters and servants
every bank in the city, these agents under the command of a professional
took all the gold from the big de white hunter, George H. Outram.
partment stores until1 the , attention fc Collins and Scull expect to be In
of the directors of the Bank of the interior about three months, and
France was attracted to the abnormal to bring back for the Musoum specidemands for gold from these estab- mens to be mounted entire of lions,
lishments, and Immediately curtailed rhinoceros,, giraffe, hoppopotamus, zethe issue of gold to banks and large bra, eland, hartebeest, smaller anicommercial houses likely to pay it mals and butterflies. After they have
out of the country. One consequence finished the African raid they will rewas that the public, hearing what the turn home by way of India, China
banks were doing, was disposed to and Japan in the spring of 1912.
board gold too and not to pay It Into
Results of the aeroplane scouting
the banks. Considerable gold was at the French maneuver" are agreed
therefore temporarily out of circula by the military crjeits try hnve been
tion.
admirable.: The
showed
"
Everyday people In France cer- audacity, energy anrt accur: r y o obtainly have been afraid that war was servation, and yet the HmiMt'ons of
coming. The common people of Paris air scouting were never seen
ore
.
"
having in mind the hardships that clearly.
The aeroplane is a bird of ibe day.
thejy have heard were undergone In
five-fran- c
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Here is Las Vegas' most extensive and authoritative
Winter,
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There Is, furthermore, a great deal bf satisfaction In choosing at the very beginning of the
while assortments are absolutely new. fresh and unbroken and when prices are as low as ours.

.

season

Permit us to introduce you to these new arrivals
now while they are at their best.
,

'

,

Wooltex Suits and Coats

Gage Millinery

Every one knows the exclusive
Style of Gage hats. This season wo
have an excellent variety of the
latest models in this oppular line
of millinery.

This season we have secured the well known and
popular "Wooltex" garments, adding them to the
lineB we have always carried.
These garments, with our previous lines, gives us
an unusually large variety of the newest and best
in Women's Suits. Prices range from
'

$13.50 to $45.00

Extra Value

K good tailored Suit of all
wool fancr
with
suitlne.

linings, best inner linings and newest

guaranteed
sta le lines

.

Desirable Models in
e
Dresses
One-piec-

The new models- in one piece
dresses are especially desirable.
Most models have a slightly
raised waist line, many 'have the
new Nippon sleeve and
all of
them have skirts designed along
the newest lines.
These come in both wool and silk
and are neatly and tastefully
trimmed. Prices from

$13.50

$7.50 to $65.00

Waists
just received a large variety of the latest novelties in
waists. When you visit us don't
fail to see them.
We have

$3.00 to $10.00

ESTABLISHED 186Z

SOLD THE
WORLD OVER.

which for 400 years had been the
abode of his family, Nicholas Petro-vitcascended thi throne ot the
Vladikas in I860,, as Prince Nicholas
I. A year ago last August, on the
fifteenth anniversary of his accession, Montenegro was proclaimed a
kingdom and the ruler took the title
of king.
h

The Leading Brands of High Patent Flour
Handled Exclusively in Las Vegas
by

7.T-F- our

Largest Wholesalers

Everyone recognizes the Superiority of these
brands Even our Competitors

-

.

i

'

Charles Ilfeld Company
New Mexico's

governAtlanta, Ga., Oct
ors and a number of mayors, in addition to many of the famous milin, the United
itary organizations
States, will be in Atlanta the first
three days of the coming week for

ifl

'

"Diamond M"
"Old Homestead"
"Boss Patent"

MISSION.

PEACE

CELEBRATE

.

m,.

A

-

VMfeW- .

'

new models, patterns and colors are here in readiness to greet the new season all
all'
delightfully distinctive and yet thoroughly practical.
refreshingly
fashion, information
This showing is of great value and interest to every woman, tor it brings
that is indispensable for the satisfactory selection of correct Fall and Winter apparel, either now or later on.

i

T?

.

jiwiuii

assembly of correct feminine apparel for Fall and

-

new,

materials, the third Real Estate and
Ideal" Homes Show which opened In
Madison Square Garden this afternoon, is the largest and most comprehensive exposition of Its kind ever
held In America. The display em
braces every type of building from
the bungalow to the skyscrapin?
apartment house. Illustrated in mod
els, photographs and drawings,
well as samples of every building
material which enters into their con
struction.
Equipment, decorations
and furnishings are shown also. ,

I

3l-

All of the beautiful

,

4any a fellow's only source of
no is a latch key.

117
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REAL ESTATE SHOW.
RULER 70 YEARS OLD.
New York, Oct. 7. Including as it
Cettlnje,
Montenegro, Oct 7. The
does the varied list of exhibits people of Montenegro held great rewhich made up the two previous
joicings today in celebration of tho
shows of the kind given here, to- seventieth
nniversa(ry! of
birthday
gether with a "hew section devoted their beloved king. Born October 7,
to apartment houses and building 1841, in the little
village of Niegusb,

TfTil
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Dainty Dresses, and Charming Hats at Exceedingly
Attractive Quotations

Heartburn, . Gas and Ail
Stomach Distress Vanishes.
If your meals don't lit comfortably,
or you feel bloated after eating, ant!
you believe it Is the food which Alls
you; if what little you eat lies like
a lump of lead on your stomach; if
there is difficulty in breathing after
of sour, undieating, eructations
and acid, heartburn,
gested food
brash or a belching of gas, yoa can
make up your mind that you need
something to stop food fermentation
and cure Indigestion.,
To make every bite of food yot eat
aid in the nourishment and strength
of your body, you must rid your
Stomach of poisons, excessive acid
and stomach gas, which Bours your
entire meal Interferes with digestion and causes so many sufferers of
Dyspepsia, Sick Headache, Biliousness, Constipation, Griping, etc. Tour
case is no different you are a stomach sufferer, though you may call it
by some other name; your real and
only trouble is that which you eat
does not digest, but quickly ferments
and sours producing almost any
unhealthy condition.
A case' of Pape's DIapepsin will cost
fifty cents at any Pharmacy here, an l
will convince any stomach sufferer
five minutes after taking a single
dose thajt Fermentation and Sour
Stomach Is causing the misery, of In'
digestion.
No matter if you call your trouble
Catarrh of the Stomach, Nervousness
or Gastritis, or by any Other name-alw- ays
remember that a certain cure
Is waiting, at any drug store the moment 'you decide to begin Its use.
Pape's DIapepsin will regulate eny
Stomach within five minutes, and digest promptly, without
any fuss or discomfort, all of nny
kind of food you eat

-11.11
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ONE DOSE
ENDS INDIGESTION
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MODELS IN OUTERGARMENTS AND MILLINERY

Dyspepsia,

meu-senge-
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NEWEST AND MOST AUTHENTIC FALL AND WINTER

J

the celebration in connection with
the unveiling of the Old Guard mon
ument at Piedmont Park.l The mon
ument is to commemorate the "mission of peace" on which the Gate City
Guards of this city made a tour of the
north soon after '.he close of the
civil war,'
;
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There will be approximately 43,000
seats in the Harvard etadium for the
Yale game, November 25.
M. H. Norr, the former Syracuse
football star and hammer thrower, is
Purdue
coahcing the
University
squad.
There are six candidates for quar
terback on the Chicago ' University
eleven and the best man weighs only
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NOTES
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Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to

keep.
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.

v

The University of Pittsburgh eleven
have hopes of a game with Pennsyl
vania If the latter cancels the date
with Michigan.
Surles, Hicks and Wedr are the only
men on the 1310 team at Weet Point
who will be missed from the army
ciine-uthis season.
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Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will
surely get quick
success.
.
The Want Ad. Habit is the one
habit that
will help people to
get what they want when-thewant it.

p

You can always natter a girl by
talking about her dainty little shoe,
in spite of the fact that every shoe
has to be a foot long.

Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
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Many of some blouses at moderate prices.
the fashionable shops make a specThere are many designs to indicate
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
ialty of separate costume blouses In that long sleeves, at Jeast on aftertheir fall display and shoppers will noon costumes, will be fashionable
CONCEPTION
Adrian
Rabeyrolle.
find a large variety of handsome and again. This is clearly shown in some HEARING OF LOS ANGELES DY- Bid tor.
NAMITERS SCHEDULED TO
attractive models. Black and white of the most exquisite models by sevFirst mass at 7 a. m.; second mas
BEGIN WEDNESDAY.
and dark blue take first place both eral of the most famous Paris deit 10 a. in. Sunday school In English-HuIn quantity and quality. One need signers. The long sleeve, fitted
quite
Spanish at 3 p. m., in Spanish ai
Los Angeles, Cal., Oct 7. The
not look far for tha reason since closely over the wrist and ending in
p. in. Roaary and benediction
dark blue seems to be the most popu- a frill of lace over the hand, is the chronology of tne Los Angeles dyna- if the blesaed sacramfnt at 7:30 p
lar of colors for the autumn suit, and dernier crl,.,and especially welcome miting case, whiclt Is set for trial m.
black suits are always numerous. to the woman who does not rejoice In next Wednesday, October 11, is as
Caiberbidu for English speaking
Dark blue never loses its, hold upon plump forearms. The lace over the follows:
iii.ilren on Tuesday 4 p. m., and on
1910.
feminine fancy, so far as tailored hand is frequently continued on the
:
10 a. in.; for Spanish
speak
October 1 Times newspaper ' plant Saturday
suits are conerned. No other color outer sleeve line four or five inches,
ug children on Thursday 4 p. m., and
'
and
lira.
explosion
is so generally becoming; none con- and on some models almost to the destroyed by
in
aaiuraay at 8 a. m.
Twenty men killed. Bombs found at
sorts so amicably with all other elbows.
colors.
This outer line of the long: sleeve home of General Harrison Gray Otis,
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF
This year the vogue of blue is more is also defined and emphasized by proprietor of the Times, and Felix
Rev." Paul Gllberton, pastor
pronounced than usual. The color is rows of tiny buttons or by braid in Zeehandelaar, Secretary Merchants
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun-lanot only practical but extremely border design.
n and Manufacturers association.
Somen mes
mass 8:30,
excepted. Second
October 9. Experts appointed by
chic, and all the great French dress- - slashed lines will by field together by
In English, hymns rendered
sermon
makers have done much with it in buttons and loops, with fine' net or Mayor Alexander to Investigate cause
by the children Under
direction
their autumn models. As a result lace undersleeves showing through of disaster reported that high explo- of the Sisters of Loretto.the
mas
Third
had .been
there is a great demand for dark tha openings. Pipings of satin or vel- sive, such as
at 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish
used.
ablue blouses, and one finds them in vet are used on the edges of the
October 13 John Harriman, attor- r rom 3 to 4 Sunday school. At f
degrees of dressiness and at a wide long cuffs. Wonderful handwork is
ney
representing labor union inter- Benediction of the Blessed Sacra
seen on long lace sleeves. This takes
range of prices.
before ment. At the New Mexico Hospital
Veiled efTects are still much to the the form of embroidered flowers, rib- ests, questioned witnesses
for the Insane mass every fourth
.
statement
coroner's
Jury, eliciting
fore, chiffon clotl, nd marquisette bon worn, narrow quillings of frayed
explosion was Sunday by the pastor.
not having lost their vogue, though silk . and narrow soutache effects that in their opinion
;
caused by gas. among the French models there are worked over the design of lace.
FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL
October 23 Special grand jury, immore blouses of crepe, satin, etc.,
The very newest thing In sashes
than ne saw last year. It would" be might be called a sash or a back panelled by Judge Bordwell, began CHURCH Cor. Eighth street and Na
sifting alleged evidence that three tional avenue, K C. Anderson, pastor.
hard to conceive of any other blouse panel with equal accuracy. It
Sunday scho1 at 9:45, Preaching at 1 1
material giving as becoming and about 16 inches broad and shirred men known as J. B. Brice, Milton A.
festive an effect while still suggest- and finished at the top with a three- Schmidt and David Caplan, hal 11 o'clock. Junior League at 2:30 p.
ing the color of aeark costume as inch upstanding frill. It may be of blown up the Times with "Elgjhty m.; Epworth League at 7:00; evening
do the sheer silken stuffs, such as the material of the ,iody of the dress, per cent Gelatin," purchased Septem-te- r preaching service at 8:00.
26 from Giant Powder works at
A cordial invitation is extended to
chiffon and marquisette, when made or of a contrasting fabric or, beiter
over white or color, and the design- still, of reversible satin. In the lat San Francisco. Five hundred pounds all who have no other place of wor
ers are wise in harping upon the old ter one finds an excellent si3.i'Si!:JU of dynamite, later identified as part ship to attend divine services at this
themes, though introducing many va- for refurbishing a last season' frock. of that purchased, by them was found church.
r;,
v
Black tulle hats for the theater cached In house at South San Franriations.
BAPTIST CHURCH. Corner Main
The hemstitched hems which were will be much worn. They will mostly cisco, October 16.
25 Llewellyn
December
Iron avenue and Sixth street. Rev. O. P.
sprang fad flgurev prominently assume the "ninlche" or "cabriolet'
again and are frequently almost the shape, and also the Louish XVI cape-lin- e Works partially wrecked by explos- Miles, Pastor.
ur. Junes wuu .preach a sermon
only trimming' on the outer chiffon,
shape. .Black tulle will be the ion.
1911.
although the foundation may be beau favorite for these hats, because of
Sunday morning suitable to the da
January 8 Grand jury returned "A Lesson From the Autumn Leaf,
tlful lace or of white chiffon or satin its very perishableness and a dainty
secret
indictments against Brice, At 7:30 in the
emor
hand
inset with handsome lace
delicacy which render them quite
evening, his subject
broidered. Black chiffon over cream precious. Shirred and gathered Into Schmidt and Caplan.
will be "The Things I Heard Thi
March 14 Coroner's Jury filed ver
net and' Venetian lace, the chiffon the. form of lamp shades, trimmed
Summer."
trimmed in deep heJis, collar, etc., of with big loops rising from the dict declaring victims met death In
Public cordially invited to these ser
white chiffon, is an arrangement of- - brown, they make q marvelously wieck and fire caused by dynamite vices.
ten repeated, and dark blue and pretty frame to young faces and explosion.
XB.
McNamara
April 12. James
white are handled in the same way. golden hair.
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
E.
In
and
Ortie
lace
arrested
adorn
of
Worsted
done
collars
McManigal
in
embroideries
exquisite
Big
National avenue and Eighth stree
some of the models, but in selecting bright crewels are used as enliven Detroit and taken to place of hiding Rev. J. S.
Moore, pastor."
a blouse of this type it is well to re- ing touches on costumes, suits and in Chicago.
Seventeenth Sunday after Trinity,
15
be'
filed
to
worn
indictments
Secret
will
April
have
member that it
wraps.
Oct. 8, 1911. Holy Communion 7:30
The revival of pipings is being by grand jury against James R. Mc
under a coat and not choose anything
school 9:45. Morning prayer
Sunday
and
that will be crumpled ' or lose , its stimulated by some novelties whlcli Namara, Ortie E. McManigal
and sermon 11:00. The Ladies' Guild
J.
McNamara, charging them wlll:. meet ondaintiness by being crowded into are in keeping with the new cult. of John
Tuesday at. 2: 30 o'clock
with destruction of the Times.
. cont congnes.
mixing materials.
Mrs. E. B. Shaw, Plaza Old Town.
vith
ar
22
McNamara
John J.
Broadcloths are, being made up by
April
The kimono sleeve of elbow or
This church Is open daily tor private
s
length is used as much some of the Paris houses in comblafi,-tio- rested in offices of International As prayer and meditation.
'
Structural
and
besociation of Bridge
with serge, and ,may again
as ever throughout the province of
Iron Workers in Indianapolis. Extra
the blouse, but some of the most ex- - come popular.
'
FIRST CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
FLORENCE) (FAIRBANKS. dited immediately, and rushed across
French models show long
. elusive
tne taDernacle, - earner
in
services
to
Los
continent
the
over
being
Angeles,
often with frills falling
' sleeves,
joined on the way by James McNa- Eighth and Main street.'
the hands, and because of this there
The pupil of the Christian church
mara and McManigal.
for
Joseph Ford,
the
in
is already a demand
shops
will
be filled Sunday by Frederick F,
Anof
Los
assistant district attorney
BASEBALL NOTES
blouse modem. ManufacGrim of Albuquerque. His subject at
ar
deobtained
who
such
extradition,
b
geles,
note
turers are quick
rested later on charge of kidnaping. 11 a. m., will be, "The Badge of
mands and a little later the supply
f
Christian Dlscipleship." At 7:30
now
will doubtless appear, but just
Cy Young won two of the three Detective William J. , Burns and De
m., "Weighed to the Balance." Bible
Los
of
James
cosHosick
tective
Angeles,
a
find
looking
to
hard
good
is
have
Boston
the
Rustlers
cop
it
games
on same school at 10 a. m., and Christian En
indicted
subsequently
tume blouse with long sleeves unless ped from Pittsburg this season.
deavor at e:au. Tne members are
charge.
8
10
one goes to exclusive houses and
to
Boston sports are laying
April 26 Prisoners arrived in Los urged to be present..: Strangers will
that the Athletics will capture the
pays high prices.
be made welcome at all of the ser
,
The Oriental feeling pervading re series for the word's championship. Angeles. 4
taken before vices.
McManigal
May
felt
It
who
among
.itself
makes
Or
said
vie
is
Oiarall
fashions
that
cent
where he made .sworn
Regular services will be conducted
the blouses in the embroideries some has been pitching for the Stockton, grand jury,
B. McNa
statement
James
at
the tabernacle Sunday morning
accusing
weird
more
sometimes
will
return
times lovely,
Calif., team this summer,
mara of having blown up the Times, and evenin. '
than beautiful. Embroideries of Ori- to the Cubs next season.
for
and
declaring himself responsible
ental design and coloring more or
"Big Ed" Walsh, of the White Sox
Iron works explosion.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
less barbaric are executed in wool picks the Athletics to cop the big Llewellyn
5
Grand
May
jury returned in Rev. Norman Skinner,,
and
silk,"
etc.,
chiffon
on
net,
crewels
series. Ed says that Jack Barry at dictments
pastor. DooglM
McNamara;
accusing
wonderful color schemes are ob- short, is the answer .
venue and Tenth street.
Doe
and
John
Schmida, Caplan,
tained by embroideries, in rich
Arthur Irwin will be elected vice Richard Roe of nineteen murders in
Morning worship and sermon at 11
tones on heavy metallic nets president of the New York
o'clock. Bible , Study and ; Sunday
Highland
and laces of dull gold or silver. Even ers, and Hal Chase will manage the connection with , Times explosion, school session at. 9:45 a. m. Yonnf
and holding McManigal responsible
. white blouses are built up of these team
again neat season.
with John J. McNamara, for People's Society at 7 p. m.
jointly
and
If
artistically
materials, and
The church extends a most hearty
Too bad Bill Dahlen didn't get tils
attempt to - wreck - Llewellyn - Iron
cleverly accomplished are curiously Brooklyn team
to all people. ..Strangers
Invitation
earlier
working right
Works, McNamaras arraigned. Bail
rich and effective, without being gar- in the season. The
and
to the city especially
sojourners
9.
"
,
'
denied
Superbas
played
asked.
This
May
ish or spectauclar. Bead embroiderwelcomed.
ball
the
western
great n during
last
May 23 Clarence S. Darrow ar
ies are not altogether laid aside, but
rived from Chicago to become chief
the type of bead embroidery over trip.
SCIENCE -. SOCIETY,
CHRISTIAN
Prough, Severoid, Covaleskie, Mar-san- counsel for ; McNamaras. Time' for
IUI
blouse of chiffon shown in every
6.
Alemlda
to
Balentl
services
and
deferred
are
a
bunch
Regular
very Sunday morn
July
of style,
out
pleas
entering
is
season
quite
last
shop
of names that have Cincinnati fans
ocJuly 6 Instead of entering pleas, ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even
though one still sees such models
of ing at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hall,
assailed jurdlstlctlon
"up in the air" trying to pronounce defense
effects
of
such
Instead
casionally.
- his
them.
to Pioneer building. All are welcome.
Bordwell
'
denyingright
Judge
lieads In wood, crystal, porcelain, etc.,
Cliff Blankenship has been signed try case, and moved to quash Indicteffects
Oriental
to
used
are
produce
to manage the Helena team in the ments.
TEMPLE MONTEFIORE Douglas
of color and design, usually in conJuly 12 Bordwell overruled both avenue and Ninth Btreet, J. S. Raisin,
nection with other embroidery of Union association. He managed the
"
Salt Lake City team during the past motions. Defense filed exceptions. rabbi.
silks, wools or chenilles.
McNamaras pleaded not guilty. Trial
Services and sermon every Friday
Narrow f ringeB appear upon some season.
Pitcher "Stoney" McGlynn, of the set for October 11, 1911.
night at 8 o'clock. Services for chilof the attractive models and dyed
once
Milwaukee
themselves
is
still
team,
dren and Sabbath school every Satur
the
"Stone
are
asserting
"laces
f
day morning at 10 o'clock.
more, while whole blouses of laces man" of old. Twice within two weeks
In white, cream or ochre are hand-som- "Stoney" pitched a double-heade- r
WITH THE BOXERS
THE FIRST S. D. ADVENTI8T
and more expensive than ever and won all four games.
are
laces
usually
"Honus"
Several
CHURCH
"before.
Wagner, Bobby Byrne, and
Regular services in the A.
4- f
O. U. W. hall on Eighth street, be
combined in one blouse, and in many "Lefty" Lelfeld are making arrange
Young Corbett has been given a li tween Douglas and Lincoln. C. Mocases all are real laces, so that the ments for an auto trip through EuEmrope. Bobby will be "in dutch" in cense to referee bouts by ( the boxing ll eynolds, pastor.
prices mount to giddy heights.
broidered net and lace are effectively Germany, but when the trio hits Ire commission In New York.
Sabbath School on the Sabbath
The promoters of. the Johnson-Well- s (Saturday) at 2:30 p. m.
combined too in blouses of this type. land he will surely show his German
Preaching
bout are sore and threaten to at 8:30 p. m.
But these are extravagances, and pals.
.
smart
put the rollers under the game in
there are plenty pretty and
All are cordially Invited to all ser
London.
little Mouses to gladden the heart of
vices.
The bout between Bob Moha and
the woman who loves to dress well
-- SHILOH
and becomingly, but whose means CHICHESTER
"Cyclone" Thompson scheduled
BAPTIST CHURCH Onr
PILLS New Orleans, October 8, has been for
de- ner Columbia and Railroad
are limited and make it impossible Wl- TUB 1MAJ10N1 BBANU.
a
Avenues,
T-'N
Laillinl Ask tuuf Dnl.i r
for her to indulge in high priced
clared off.
Rev. W. Rj. Burgess, Pastor.
sml
ill
J
irtJ
and
n.eullicV
t,,
Jack Curley, the Chicago wrestling
things, no matter how tempting
preachinfg 11 a. m, and 8 p. m., by
wKit. But
M
l it."
ir V
hecoming they may be. Every one
has signed up with Jim the pastor! Sunday school 9:45 a. m.;
promoter,
.
'"-fHMV
a.
''
If".
.
of the fashionable shops displays
; i. 3.e,r..V - UeliaH
Flynn and will manage the "hope B. Y. P. Tj., 8 p. m. All are welcome
,y
large assortment of chic and handkiller" in the future.
to attend; these services.
17.
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of East Las Vegas

npHEJ Public is cordially invited to

tend this meeting-- as matters of
vital importance pertaining-- to the
of the New State will be dis
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DEMONSTRATION
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Entered at the Postoffice at East
Iam Vegas. New Mexico, for trans mis-io- a
through the United States Mails
ta second class matter.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
DAILY BT CARRIER

Per

Copy

One

Month

06
16

One Week

(6

One Year

17.60

DAILY

BY

MAIL

One Year
Six Months
WEEKLY
'

18.00

3.00
OPTIC, AND 8TOCK
GROWER

One 7ear
tlx Months

.

...

..$2.00
1.00

(Cash In Advance for Mall
Subscriptions.)
'
Remit by draft, check or money
order. If sent otherwise we will not
0 responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application.
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Advertisers are guaranteed the
aruext dally and weekly circulation
if toy newspaper in Northeastern

n
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STATE TICKET

For Governor
For Lieutenant

Governor

.

MARTINEZ.
For Secretary of State
SECUNDINO ROMERO.

MALAQUIAS

For State Auditor
W. O. SARGENT.

For State Treasurer
SILVESTRE MIRABAL.
For Attorney General
FRANK W. CLANCY.
For Superintendent of Public Instruction
ANDREW B. STROtJP.
Por Commissioner of Public Lands
ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
For Supreme Court Judges
FRANK W. PARKER,
.

CLARENCE J. ROBERTS,
EDWARD R. WRIGHT. ,

7

Las Vegas October

....

7
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THETIMESDYNAMITER

Adults 10 cents Children 5 cents

GOOD PREMIUMS
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Fare on Railroad

5

minium
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WON
BELMONT.JHORSE
Kempton; Park, England, Oct. 7.
The Kempton Park nursery handicap
plate of ; 1,000 sovereigns, distance
three furlongs, was run here and won
by August Belmont's "Toggery." The
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GERMAN-MILLE- D

the answer to

Have tho Goods

every BakirYg Problem.

It's

Finer,-Whit- er

and More Uniform.
GEHRING HARDWARE

It Is 'the duty

Made by LARABEES

COMPANY

Famous

of every expectant
mother to prepare her system for the
coming of her little one ; to avoid as
far as possible the suffering of such
occasions, and endeavor to pass

Co.

M. S. GROVES.
in Congress
GEORGE CURRY,
ELFBGO BACA.

Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It

New Mexico State Fair
October

ROOSEVELT'S SECRET
SORROW

9-1-

1911

4,

.

Albuquerque N. M.

I

The school orchestra Is plugging
away and expects to be rounded Into
shape early this fall. It will play at
assemblies of the school ana on- other occasions where music is desired.

Tickets on sale October
1911, inclusive
with return limit October 16th, 1911.
4,

Fare for the round trip $5.30

Under the direction of Miss May
Ross the dramatic society is prospering, and expects in the near future
Trujillo. According to the complaint to
.make some announcements rethey broke into the dormitory and
the program for the wlnte.
garding
stole two diamond rings, valued at
J 500 each.
Sheriff Carl Ellis, aoon
after the robbery, got on the trail and
landed these two suspects, the seond
of whom pleaded guilty at the first
session of the court Comst;!c, the
hardened criminal, denied the charga.
, Before
the court Jook a recess to
Monday morning at 11:30 o'clocit,
his testimony,
Sheriff Ellis gave
which looked black for the criminals.
The defense has hired one of the
most skillful criminal lawyers in the
country, Marion' Barker and will pat
up a strong plea. At the present Barker is not sayingV what his method of
'
l-2c
procedure will be. In empaneling
the jury many secrets of long standing about the faculty and the students came out and. are the topics
of all the goss'ips of the school. After
culling out the list of eligibles for jury-wor"the list read; Professor 'J.'
L Best Quality 27, in- Baker, foreman; O. A. Larrazolo, Jr.,
Howard Peterson, Solomon Gallegos,
ches wide
None Better
Sketchley Moore, "Leroy Brown, E.
Tom
Charles
Bentley,
Baca,
Sena,
m, Saturday
,7 to
7 to 9 p. in.
qharfes iTomason John Cook and
.'
7 J.. J,
t i
Francis Jimenez. ,
l-2c
Lee McCullought ,is clerk of the
court, Carl Ellis, sheriff and Philip
;
,: ju
Sanches is district attorney,?;. Professor P. T. Kelly is the court re"
porter, After the trial now, before
the court, several cases of contempt
of court, murder and other, offenses
are set for trial.

D. L.

BATCHELOR. Agent

Nil(B BUTT

WTMESBDA V

For Representatives

Co.

Gross. Kelly

out today with a "rush" card attached, and so soon as they arrive,
practice will begin. On Monday the
captain and manager of the team will
be elected and an official call for candidates made. A large number of
other challenges have, been made and
answers are expected dally. There
13 plenty of goou material
at the
Normal and a team that will make a
name for the school will undoubtedly
be put on the field. U

t

t

PROCESS.

GERMAN

A ROGERS SILVERWARE
COUPON IN EVERY SACK.;

through the crisis with her health
and strength unimpaired.
This she
may do through the use of Mother's
HEARD AROUND THE
Friend,' a remedy that has been so
NORMAL
long in use, and accomplished so
much good, that it is in 110 sense an
experiment, but a preparation which
always produces the best results. It
is for exernal application and so penMock Trial Causes Fun.
etrating in its nature as to thoroughly
One of the many school activities
lubricate every muscle, nerve and tendon involved during the period before that are taking the Interest of the
baby comes. It aids natureby ex- students and the people of Las Veaa
panding the skin and tissues, relieves is a mock trial which Is going on at
tenderness and soreness, and perfectly the Normal.. This week officers were
prepares the system for natural and elected and the court convensd on
Mother's Friend
safe motherhood.
has been used and endorsed by thou- Wednesday with Dr. Roberts on the
sands of mothers, and its use will bench calling for order. At the openprove a comfort and a benefit tcany ing of court, the jury was empaneled
woman in need of such a remedy. and everything put In order for the
business ot the session. A number
Mother's Friend
is sold at drug
of criminal cases will come before
MOTHERS
stores. Write for
the court this session, the first being:
free book for
the trial of the burglary charges
expectant mothagainst Arthur Comstock and Alfred

Slmonsworth colt was second and
which con
CflauMus"".Tbird,V Fourteen horses ers, much valuable information.
tains
, . , ,;.
ran.
BRADHELD REGULATOR CO., AtUmta.
,

mini

M

a hobby rider you are not the
only jockey In the race.

,

Join thi Crowd.

Everyone is Coming.

As

Havana, Oct. 7. El Mundo today
rublishes a senastional statement re
garding the dynamltng of the Los Angeles Times building, which was made
the paper says, Dy "one Angel Carbal
lo, who Is described as a Cuban cigar
maker who formerly worked at Tampa, Fla.
According to Carballo, the bomb us
ed In Los Angeles .was made by an
anarchist for the purpose of Wowing
ing up tht citizens committee, during
the last cigar makers strike at Tarn-jia- .
This plan was abandoned and
the anarchist disappeared only to reo
turn later to Tampa and inform
that the bomb had been utilized
to destroy the Times building.
The bombmaker left town later,
paying he was going to Peru. He
is now, Carballo says, employed on the
Fanama canal.
Carballo sets forth that his object
in making the statement is to free in
nocent men from suspicion.

"

Lots of Pun, Profit, rind
Pleasure for All

''

BOMB THAT WRECKED
LOS ANGELES BUILDING WAS
MADE IN HAVANA

7

Armory

Admission:

SfidGDlUlfl

5-6--

-

motion for a change of trial judge,
presented by the 'attorneys for the
McNamara brothers today, was denied by Judge Bordwell. Clarence R
Darrow and his associates then announced that they would file affidavits, alleging that Judge Bordwell is
biased.

Commissioners
Tor Corporation
GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,

-

this great throbbing republic
pause' from its thunderous activities
long enough to give sympathetic ear
to the secret Borrow of Theodore
Will

:

Kjsl

FAIR

LAS VEGAS AGRICULTURAL

i

ACCUSE JUDGE OF PREJUDICE.
Los Angeles, Oct 7. An informal

Car-hall-

HOLM O. BTJRSUM.

7, 1911.

Notice Is hereby given that Mada-len-o
Baca has no authority to sell
cattle or horses bearing brands F I O,
said animals being the property of
Feliclta O. de Baca, and said Mada-len-o
Baca having left her home.
FeUcita O. de Baca.

CUBAN SAYS HE KNEW

ASSERTS

SATURDAY,

OCTOBER

TRAIN.

The big demonstration train of the
Santa Fe will pass through Las Vegas Monday. It is sceduled to arrive
at '4: 4 3 o'clock in the afternoon and
will leave Las Vegas Tuesday mornThe train went to
ing at 7 o'clock.
Albuquerque from Topeka. over tho
cut-of- f
and will come to Las Vegas
from there and go on through to
Trinidad. The train will leave Albuquerque Monday at 7 o'clock a. m.,
stopping at the stations along the
road so that people may see the wonderful display of railroad cars and
equipment. The train will be open
to inspection when in Las Vegas and
the public is invited to see the wonderful sight. The pupils of the public schools will march to the station
in a bodyto look at the train.

.

PUBLISHED BY

f

photographers. Probably no other
American ever so skillfully stage!
his exploits to afford better facility
for the correspondents and the staff
photographers.' It Is painful at this
time to realize that all of this S3lf
sought publicity was agonizing to the
recipient who always seems on tie
surface, so happy in the glare of tho
spot light.
But if the Colonel cannot shoot
V1at1r Via a r in
whales off the coastf of California.
There Is a report that he is making
arrangements to pujsute the leviathans in the power oat with an ex'
jftthapB he Imperienced whaler.
can
he
that
ape the phoagines
tographers and the correspondents
In this way. But one thing is certain: The most disappointed man In
these whole United ;States would be
Theodore Roosevelt jif ,the newspaper
men should decide! 'to et Aim alone.
Of course, he wantio kill bear and
spear whales as at' faunal naturalist." But whether, the newspaper
correspondents letihim alone or not,
It is certain that wtieiv he comes from
the waves or from! the wilderness he
will exploit himselt in the best paying magazine in that .modest,
capital I manner the public
;
knows so well.

EGAS DAILY OPTIC.. SATURDAY,
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Those who have
thai the Contributing lEditor
'"tPfts" altogether happy In "his ' work
were cruelly unjust, as now appears
from a dispatch from Louisiana
where the Colonel had an engagement to hunt black bear but , was
compelled to cancel it because he
feared his sport would be spoilad by
trailing! newspaper,-- "(correspondents,
The dread of publicity seems to be
taunting the former president. And
those who know him well can im
agine his shrinking horror at the
thought of being talked about Ho
has said that he "would Just love to
shoot black bear, but how can he
do so without benig under constant
reportorial surveillance?, Af presi
dent, he says, he could protect him
self, but as private citizen he Is help
t
Jess.
There are several thousands of
Tiewepaper men in this country who
'?
for Young Men are what
Trcv just how bitter the thought ot
''city is to Colonel Roosevelt
Many of these writers were stationed
in Washington at one time or an
other during the presidential admit,
1st rat ion of the Colonel and they will
doubtless weep for very sympathy, ire because they emphasize your "individuality" and yet are stylish,
As president the Colonel says, ha perfect fitting and well tailored; and they're guaranteed to retain
could protect himself. Perhaps he heir
pleasing qualities indefinitely.
Vould have done so, but he didn't
No other public man in this cour-trlias ever so beamed and purred in
(83)
Priced frcm
the light of publicity. No other president spent so much time making minute plans to do sensational "stunts '
5a full view of the carefully placed
Roosevelt?

"Personal" Clothes

Kaufman IkS'llinill Campus Togs

$15:00

Jos.

A.

to

$30:00

Taichert

15c

Amoskea

1921 Oiiltmi

k

3Sc

Full Fashioned

Flannel

9..

J t

'.'."

9c

$1.25
Pure White

Ladies' Hose

Gmhams

:

rtf
!

'

)

Real Maco
All Sizes

7

Cotton Union
Suits

-

.'

to 9 p. m. Saturday

(

7 to 9

'

11

Fleeced
Sizes 4 to 8

,

p. in. Saturday

"98c

26c

Barrjzinc in Bianfrcta and C dm faria

.

mOllDAY ONLY

,.''.

Football Team to Play Albuquerque.
Yesterday, at a meeting of a .number of enthusiastic football players
at the Normal, it was announced that
the challenge issued by the Normal
to the New Mexico University had
been accepted. This means that the
school will have a football team In
the field for the Normal will have to
maka good its challenge. Dr.. Frank
H. II. Roberts is ai enthusiastic fan
and is doing all h can to organize
a team that will be a credit to the
school and to the city, J. C. Baker,
who is one of the bfest Inarmed men
on the game in the state, has been
appointed coach, anq Leo Tipton will
act as his assistant! The order for
suits and other equipment was sent

COMFORTS
$5.00 Comforts, best quality

BLANKETS
.

$3.89

3.50 Comforts, rjood and full
2.50 Comforts, a special value

2.79

The
Opposite

$5.00

AH

Wool Blankets,

per pair $3.99
2.25 Cotton Blankets, 64 x 80
1,89
8.50 Heavy Wool Blankets white
only 0.15

1.89

store

of Quality"
Opposite
Castaneda

Castaneda
Hotel
4kSSsS

"

E.LasVegas,
Tel.'"

mm,

mm

'

ViiX

imJM

fcifk

'

S7

n.m:

Hotel
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jTbe Prescriplionist

'

The Hull Detachable and
Interchangeable Umbrella

PREPARES FOR
WAR

Pe.

Sam Rhode, a dry farmer who re
sides on the mesa, was' here today at- RECRUITING SYSTEM INAUGUR-,
ATED WHICH WILL ENABLE
tending the fair.
a year and have made many friends
IT TO REACH MAXIMUM.1.
vho will regret! their leaving the
.
V.eadow City.
General A. S. Brookes,
. Adjutant
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Smith, who
commanding the New Mexico Naon the- mesa, were here today tional Guard, has issued orders to all
to attend the fair.
of the company commanders of the
T. B. Catron of Santa I?e passed state militia concerning the war. rethrough las Vegas on his way home cruiting ' Bystem for this state. The
from Raton thia afternoon. JJ.y
order provides that an officer from
Mrs. J. C. Brumiger went? to Albu- each of the companies shall be desquerque thie afternoon wher she will ignated as a recruiting officer for war.
be for two weeks on a visit to friends. He shall keep himself supplied with
Jose D. Sena arrived this afternoon all necessary blanks and equipment
from Santa Fe to attend the republl-co- n for the office. It will be his duty,
as soon as the local organization I
meeting at the opera house
:L' .
.
called Into service, to begin at once
Mrs. C. O. Kidd left this afternoon to secure recruits for the ompany to
for Clayton where where -- she will bring it np to war strength.
When his organization goes to the
make hep home during the coming
,
state mobilization camp it will be hti
winter.
a
Elmer Veeder and "E.
Baca duty, with a detail of enlisted men,
returned last night from3anta Fe, to remain behind recruiting and sendwhere they attended. the-- . democratic ing the new' men to the mobilization
' '
convention.
camp as sodn as possible. When his
i''
il'i'p
0. Burs'um gf Socorro, Candidate company leaves this camp it will be
on th xepublioaii ticket for governor, his duty to join it. This order
and
on ' Santa Fe provides that each regiment
arrived ' this morning
"
each battalion, upon leaving the state
train No. 8.
Rev. J. W. Rose left this afternoon shall establish a recruiting station
for the southeastern part of the ter to continue in operation at the state
ritory where Willi take up Bible work mobilization ca,np through which all
recruits will be sent to the front
in the field.
.
Thomas A. Johnsen will leave to- after passing all phyiscal examinamorrow afternoon for Albuquerque, tions and being fully equipped and
where will attend the meeting of the instructed for service.
First Lieutenant A. E. Hayward
board of state embalmers of which
ne recruit-ni- g
has
been designated a
he is a members.
,
Las
officer
H,of
for
company
J. Iverson of the Giylop-Kiefe- r
Land
T.. J. Mollnarl of
Captain"
company left this afternoon for Chi
Portales is to be captain in charge
cago after having been in Las Vegas of
recruiting and has been placed on
for some time on land business.
The officers
the unassigned list,
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy designated as recruiting officers from
of Albuquerque was among ihe arthe different companies of the Firft
rivals this afternoon who came to
are:
Las Vegas to attend and address the Regiment
Company A, Las- - Cruces, First
,
republican meeting tonight.
Lieutenant Stuart it Baker.
A. J. Wells, general manager of the
Company B, Carlsbad, First LieuPacific dlvison of the Santa, Fe rail- tenant
Henry F. Christian.
road, paesed through Las Vegas this
Company C, Artesia, First Lieutenafternoon in his private , car on his
ant, John F. Newark.
return trip to California,
Company D, Silver City, First LieuMr. and Mrs.' George Rutherford, tenant Thomas W. Nolan.
passed through Las.. Vegas on their
mpany E, Santa Fe, First Lieu
way from Trinidad; to Albuquerque tenant James Baca.
this afternoon. Mr. Rutherford is the
G, Albuquerque, First
Company
.
trother of Mrs. F. M. Lyons.
Lieutenant M. G. Browne.
' Mr.
and Mrs. A. M. Bridewell will
Company K, Clovls, First Lieuten
leave for El Paso Monday "where they ant J. F. Dearborn.
will spend the winter in the sunny
Company L, Tucumcarl, First Lieu
climate on the border line. They have tenant Burton F. Littleton.
been residents of Last Vegas for about , Band, Santa Fe, First Lieutenant
'
F. J. Santry, clerk in the Santa Fe James Baca.
First Lieuhis
office
Rgswell,
artillery,
Light
resigned
superintendent's
position last, night and left this af- tenant Harold Hurd.
ternoon for Newton, Kan., where lie
will visit relatives for several days
If a man smokes in the house and
after which be will go east
Mr. and Mrs. William ? (Comstock, his wife is afraid her curtains will
Jr.," left thia afternoon1 for Roswell, be ruined, he should be obliging and
"
where Mr. Comstock will attend a take them down.
meeting" of the Odd Fellows.; They
were accompanied on their trip by
Mr. and Mrs. A. J., Wertz who are , It sometimes happens that the
going for the iame purpose.- early bird merely scratches up the
worms for the late riser.
The' infant daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. E. Tj. Whitman died yesterday
It isn't always the fellows with the
afternoon at their Aomevdnt the Pla-cit- a
ranch at Los Alamos. "The burial broadest' shoulders who carry off tlio
honors.
took place today at that place.' ; -

','
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DRUG

GO.

Pjiooe jMain 3

f

.

Rosenthal

Furniture

Co.

C.-d-

Opposite Y.vM. C. A.

Overstocked on Axminster
v

ft tf VTV'i.

k

it

'

.

Ve-.ga- s.

We find on checking up our stock

that we have bought more
than we can sell this Reason at a
profit You can always get bfcst quali
ties at The Rosenthal at 25 to 40
per cent less than any other store in
town.

of Rugs

.

J13.85 for the $20.00 Smith's 6x9 feet

Axminster Rugs.
for the $25.50 Smith's S1 feet
by 10 feet Axminster Rugs.
$19.85 for the heavy Axminster Rugs
worth from $25 to $30. ,
$21,50 for the Seamless Smith's heavy
worth
9x12 Axminster
Rugs,
from $30 to $35.
ALL OTHER RUGS AND NAVAJOS
AT 20 PER CENT OFF OR CASH.

51S.75

,

Good Only For One Week
Ending October 10th
e
Dresses
New
made of the best Serge
arid Messaline Satin in
One-piec-

all leading shades
Ladies'. Misses and
Children's Coats and

,

:

':.

-

Suits
plain and Changeable

..

M

Messaline Satins in all
colors
n
Belding's Yard-wid- e
Oua ran teed Satinr
Ready-to-we- ar

A

Street

Come and, see the new firings
whether you wish to
A-

buy or not

1

Hoffman &
Graubarth
Phone Main 101
ACTORS CAN'T AGREE.
Oct 7. Mrs. Lulu G'aser
as Lulu
Herz, known to theater goers
suit for
began
today
a
singer,
Glazer,
C.
Herz,
aUp
divorce against Ralph
Kerz
Mrs.
comedy.
musical
In
known
beat and
charges that her husband
and
"black
was
she
until
her
choked
'
occasion
another
blue " and on
were
threatened to kill her. They
a.
Ma7
married In New York city
since
separated
been
1907, and have
'
"November 10, 1910.
.
Chicago,

went
Dr Frank H. H. Roberts, who
tho
of
interest
the
in
to' Santa Fe
yesterreturned
Wednesday,"
school
'
.
day afternoon.
"

mil

ook
Lways; feels yea

-

Hats
'

FIVE

GUARD

:-

T5he

7, 1911.
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E. V. Long left last night for Ratoi
on a business trio.
Charles A. Spless returned .this aft
ernoon from a business trip to Santa

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
"
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
'
prescription.

WINTERS

NAT IONAL

PERSONALS

OCTOBER

CflTlllflHTl L III
1
I pure anavJioleso
I foocl vlieii tisind 1
fcNV

1

iI

iiu
CREAM

LJsh&!il

,

xnNNJC

HI

lartar I
Baking Powder

A Pure,urape Cream
'4

S .

i

'

"'"J"

I

Made from, Grapes

$Wvimm

VN

1

Hit

' Is
driving the old style umbrellas out

J

it: Si

of existence

M. C. A. Members

Y.

M. C.

were given a, reception

A.

ivuri

by the secretary, Arthur Marwiclr.
who provided a program for. an
good time. After games in
theymnasUrm the , boys had swimming and diving contests in the pool. i promised. The reception will he
In the fifty-foo- t
swim for boys under
given at the Normal
13 years of. age, Henry Nahm took
first place, Orville Nagle second, and Sigma Gamma
Harold Stowell, third. In the con- SupriBe
.
Party
test for boys over 13, Frank Condon
The girls of the Sigma Gamma Sorwon first place, Ed Maloney, second,
a

For the
.Martin, third.
standing long,,.' distance dive, John
Reed took first with a record of 30
feet, 4 inches. Second place went to
Frank Condon and to Ed Maloney,
third., In fancy diving Ed Maloney
was the most graceful. Orville Nagle
won second place and Joe Nahm,
third. After these contests the boys
were treated, to refreshments ana
were entertained by Miss May Ross
of the Normal school who won froa?
the boys as the comment "Gee, but
she was great."
and-Joh-

n

'
Miss CluxtOn Entertains
At Six Handed Euchre.
Miss Marguerite Cluxton

before.
Let us explain the Hull Umbrella

enter-

ROBERT

ority gave
surprise party, for two
cf their members, Misses Lucy, and
Marie Clementa at their home on September 23. All of the girls and the
toys of the Spring Chicken club were
present and a moat pleasant evening
waa spent playing cards and dancint;.
Th'ose present were, Misses Marie
Mann, Opal Jones, Audrey Burns,
Carrie Greenberger, Mabel Ladrd,
Lorna Johnson, Marie Rudulph, Caroline Harberg and Helen Cone; Messrs.
Harry Lorenzen, Clare Koogler, Lee
Gerard, Frank Beard, Eugenlo Lujan,
Grank Ettlnger, R. G. Head
Tom
Truder and Nelson Robbins.

"

Last night Secretary Marwick of
the Y. M. C. A. gave a reception to
the senior and student departments
of the association. Previous to talks
from prominent members o( the association the men all joined in for a
a
good time in the gymnasium. In
'
fast basketball game between the
Ball Hunters and the Ball Eaters the
Eaters were' eaten, it is said, by a
score that will not bear publication.
The "principal speakers of the evening
after the ball games were. Rev. E. C
Anderson of the First Methodist
church; Byron T. Mils and W. G.
Ogle, all of whom gave interesting
talks on the work of the association
in the past and phophesied for it success in the future. A light luach
was served In the parlors of the as'
sociation. '
Pedagogues Hold a
"Get Together" Reception. (
Last night at the Castle High
School the teahers of the public
schools of the East side gave a reNorception for. the teachers of the
mal and the West side schools. The
reception was for the purpose of giving the instructors at the different
schools an opportuntjy to become
better acquainted. A Jolly evening
was enjoyed by all.
-

On Wednesday evening of this
week Miss Stephenl Prager, of Roswell, the guest of Miss Helen Kelly,
was the guest of honor at a dinner
given her by Miss Helen Cunningham,
at the home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. M, Cunningham.

t.

'

';

:
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TAILOR FOR MEN

-

Everything Made at Home.
'

'

i

'

XS

Up-to-d- ate

V,..- -

Bring uvYour Cleaning and Pressing

.

i(

Stylish and

603 LINCOLN

WILL DOLL BUILDING

RETAIL PRICES
lb. r Mora, Each Delivery
1,000 Iba. to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
200 Iba. to 1,000 lbs Each Delivery
60 Iba. to 200 Iba
Each Delivery
Let Than 60 lbs., Each Delivery

IM PU R A

AG
'

10t Iba.

2So

per
We per
40a per
60e per

.

'

lb.

20o par 10

2fiOO

The Thursday Afternoon Bridge
Whist club will meet this week with
Mrs. Dan Stern at her home on
'
Eighth street.

CiOM
'

'

.

100 Iba.
100 lb.
100 Iba.

M NY

Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Harvesters,
'
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Madq Las Vegas

Thursday night the critic teachers
of the Normal entertained the practice teachers at the home of Miss
Mangan.

Famous

Particularly the Ladies.

Gmpany-Californ-

OPTICIAN

CH AS. LEWIS

.

cellence. v
Its wonderful popularity, however, has
led unscrupulous dealers to offer imitations which act unsatisfactorily. Therefore, when buying, to get its beneficial
effects, always note the' full name of the

J. TAUPERT

JEWELER

Mrs. Ben Lewis was hostess to the
Tuesday Afternoon Bridge club this
week at her home on the corner ol
Washington and Sixth streets.

Not only, pleasant and refreshing to
the taste, but gently cleansing and sweetening to the system, Syrup of Figs and
Elixir of Senna is particularly adapted
to ladies and children, and beneficial in
all cases in which a wholesome, strengthening and effective laxative should be
used. It is perfectly safe at all times and
dispels colds, headaches and the pains
caused by indigestion and constipation so
promptly and effectively that it is the one
perfect family laxative which gives satisfaction to all and is recommended by
millions of families who have used it and
who have personal knowledge of its ex-

to

you.

,vt,

tained Wednesday evening at carls
at the home of her grandparents," Mr.
and Mrs. H. J. Ryan. Six handed
euchre was the game of the evening,
at which Lawrence Clark proved .he
most adept, ' carrying ott the first
Those who enjoyed the hosprize.
pitality of the Ryan! home were:
Misses Jane and Rachel Ward, Helo i
and Louise Cunningham, Laird, Helen
Kelly, Ema Tamme, Stephenl Prager
of Roswell, who Is a guest of Miss
'
Kelly, and Mary Tipton. Messrs.
Walter Hoke, Lawrence Clark, Francis Kelly, Richard Devine, Colbert
Root, Don hart, Will Springer, Ed
Thias and Leo Tlpton

it costs no

more than the ojd style and gives the
.buyerjan advantage never enjoyed

Are Entertained.
On Friday .evening the boys of the
Y

because

wC- 5-

1

:

"

'

7"

Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

tSo

National

FABRIC

Best Rubber Collars and Cuffs
All

8tylaa.
ALTMORE
Sizrs to IB&Im.

RANSLEY
Sizes 12 to 18 In.,

1 1

Front

Faont2Un.
Back I In.

Back

Distributor

I

I

X

In.

A In.

7rj( an &d. In Tlio Optim'o
-

Fig Syrup Co.

ia

plainly printed on the front of every
package of the genuine Syrup of Figs
and Elixir of Senna. - For sale by all leading druggists. Price
50 cents per bottle.

4 'i

.

i'--

EVERYBODY READS THE

IAS VEGAS OPTIC

'I

Miss Kelly Give
A

Dancing Party.

On last Tuesday night Miss Helen.
Kelly was hostess at a dancing party

given at her home in honor of Miss
Stephenl Prager of Roswell, who is
her guest. The spacious parlors or
the Kelly home had been cleared for
dancing. For those who preierrea
to "sit out" an open fire in the den
reiresu--,
ueucious
gave welcome,
ments concluded a most' enjoyaoie
evening.
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Cabital Paid in

tA

$100,000.06
SX,
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President
FRANK SPRINOER.. Vic. Prnlrfftit
J.

M. CUNNINGHAM

game of the afternoon was a spelling contest In which Mrs. B. F. M- Gulre carried off first honors in the
form of a beautifully embroidered
towel. After the game of the afternoon the ladles were served to a de
licious luncheon, which concluded a
most enjoyable time. Guests of the
club were: Mrs. R. G. Taylor and
Mrs. C. M. Richmond.
Students
Entertain Teachers.
Tonight the. students of the Nor
mal University will be the hosts and
hostesses at a reception given in
honor of the faculty of the school. A
program for an enjoyable evening has
been arranged by the student committee and a good time for everyone

$50,000.00

7UA.

J1 i

HOSKINS. Cashier
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Interest Paid tm Time Deposits
HOLD ON TO THE
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DOLLARS
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The Rule of Gold should not replace the Golden
Rule. Yst money is a power. It will rule. And

THE SAVING BANK
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1L.
Mrs. Tillman Entertains
Harmony Club.
Mrs. TlllflKm entertained the Har-mony .club jBterday afternoon at her
avenue. The
home," 908 National

5urplus ,

'

:

should be visited every Monday, so that pay day
does not find you waiting for the only money due
you in the world.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

ttx

LAS VEGAS DAILY

cases on the docket, with the probability that fully 300 additional cases will
be filed before the end of the terra.
The average number of cases t'c&t
can be decided by the court In a year
13 nbout 400, and this is somewhat
Uitfh.
It is apparent, therefore, (tat
the coirt Is two years behind la Hs
wrfc. end will Inevitably fall back
still further If Its labors are not
lightened.

COURT

SUPREME

TO CONSI DER

78I CASES
DOCKET THIS YEAR IS HEAVIER
THAN FOR SOME TIME; TO

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Geam Moreno, Las Cruces, N. M.
t:
One gray horse, 7 or 8
750
lbs.
old,
years
1 1
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to ihis
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Oct 21, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
.ATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
TI8EMENT8
'
Albuquerque, N. M.
Piv Mnti par line each Inaartion
1st. pub. Sept. 30, last pub. Oct. 11. '11.
'.t mte tix ordinary word to
ma. No ad to occupy leas apace than
Estray Advertisement
wo Unea. All advertlaemanta charg-- d
Notice 1b hereby given to whom it
W ba booked at apace actually may concern that the following de
at. without regard to number of scribed estray animal was taken up by
ordt Caah In advance preferred. P. J. Martinez, Pledra Lumbre, Bibo,

J3he

Optic

To-wi-

1

before Oct. ZX, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement said es'ray wili .be sold
by this Board for tae bene'it of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque. N. M.
1st. pub. Sept. 30,

last

pub. Oct. 11, '11.

Estray Advertisement
Notice ia hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray an final was taken up by
C M.'O'Donel, Bell Ranch, N. M.
One gelding, 9 years,
Branded
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
l;oard, unless claimed by owner on or
before Oct. 21, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by, this Board tor the benefit ot the
owner when found.
. CATTLE SANITARY BOa'RD.
years
Albuquerque,' N. M.

COLUMN
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THE LOBBY

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

BEST

THE

GOODS

SOCIETY AND
CHAPMAN

HANDLED

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

DIRECTUiiY

BUSINESS

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4
com
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iirotbert

always

tat

el come to

Wood,
aaobem,
David ("Kill, chief of records aatf
collccioi . oi wampum.
si.

first and
thlrd.Thursday in each
month. Visiting broth,
"era cordially Invited.
William H. Stapp. W. M.; Chaa. H
Sporleder, Secretary.
muulcadion

W.

U.

NEWS FORECAST FOR THE
COMING WEEK
B.' P O. ELKS
Washington, Oct. 7. After a four
Meets second and
fnonth's ' vacation tho supreme court
fourth Yubtfday evening ot sack
of, the United States will convene for
U. it c. ball.
month
Viaitln
The docket is
the term of 1911-1Washington, Oct. 7. President Taft
are ortliaily invited. O.
Hrotti
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2.
crowded with 781 cases, as compared will spend the first three days of the
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with 696 cases a year j ago at this week In the state of Washington,
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there
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portant and Interesting matters that will speak at a banquet of the com,
One red mare, 8
Urn a: Urotiieruul Urnl. Vlsitin
vill come before the court for adju mercial club and remain In the city
old,, 600 lbs., 5 or 6 feet.
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1st pub. Sept 30, last pub. Oct 11, '11.
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will
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take up
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Advertisement
'
Estray
Ward, ijocrewry
first of all the numreous cases
capital he will travel southward into
Said animal being unknown to thin
convocation first Monday
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
the activity of state railroad California, arriving at San Francisco
Hoard, unless claimed by owner on or
at
month
eaca
In
before Oct. 21, 1911, said date being 10 may roncern that, the following
commissions. There are more than Friday and taking- - part the next day
at 7:10 p. KNIGHTS Of CQLOivIBliS, COUNCIL
eetray animal was taken up by
NO. 804 .'.Jeers second and fourt
CO cases of this kind to be. decided;
daye after last appearance of this ad
in the ceremonies of breaking ground
A.
m.
Rutledge,.
J.
in O. H. C hai, Pioneer
vertisement, said estray will be sold J. L. Lassater, Albuquerque, N, M.
Thursday
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building:
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probable
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owner when' found.
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secretary.
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years,
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the
are
Monday,
states have designated
TATTLE SANITARY. BOARD.
nearly together as possible.-- ' There
Branded
E.- P. Mackei,
,
8 rate cases from Missouri alone, anniversary" of the great Chicago Are,
Albuquerque. N. M
M RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E
.. J
On left hip
1st. pub. Sept. 30, last pub. Oct 11, '11.
three from Minnesota, including that for the first observance of "Fire Pre
to
this
animal
Said
unknown
Fribeing
third
and
S. Meets first
1.1,0. O. F., LAS. VEGAS LODGE NQ.
vention Day", when the people are
decided by Judge Sanborn, which
' Estray Advertisement
toard, unless claimed by owner on or
In Maaonic, Temple. Mrs. '1. Meets evlrj,, Monday evening at
days
the governor's conference at requested to clean up their premises WANTED Good cook. Apply Las
Notice is hereby given to whom it before Oct. 2l, 1911, said date being 10
. their hall
i":-!aireeu. Ail ."Uit- Vegas Hospital.
Lata recently, and several and take other steps to reduce the
Agnes H. Tripp, Worthy Matron;
concern that the following de- days after last appearance of this ad
may
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n f' Oklahoma and Kentucky. The danger from Are, with a view to les
scribed estray animal was taken up by vertisement, said
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
estray will be sold
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. G.; A.
annual waste of WANTED Woman for plain cooking Jessie Bond, Corona, N. M.
;'" ')ns of the supreme tribunal in sening the appalling
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Board for the benefit of the
this
y
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwoott.
and general housework. Apply
One sorrel mare mule,
thes-cases probably, will flXdefintely property and resources.
owner when found.
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth atreet1117 Eighth street .
Secretary; W. E C rites, treasurer;;
about 4 years olf, about 15 hands
The supreme court of the United
tho constitutional limits of state rall-i;- i
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
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OF PYTHIAS Meets MODERN WOODMEN 0 AMERICA
KNIGHT
and some cooking, in Email family.
On left shoulder
cf fixing the rates of common carriers thing nearly as Important as the
f brotherly
Meet ii 'vb fores?.
Standard Oil and Tobacco dissolution
Apply 1103 Eighth street.
In intrastate traffic.
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love
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Brotherhood
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Board, unless claimed by owner on ot
Several important cases have come suits, but there are a number of imhall.
Castle
in
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last
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is senior partner
the firm
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appearance
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day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay,
Invited.
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plumbing, bricklaying
by actual veitlsenient, said estray will be sold F. J. Cheney & Co., doing business
"
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visittions the right of railroads to make volving the intricate questions of in
.
Liebsca-nierh this Board for the benefit of the in the City of Toledo, County and
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work on jobs. Only few months r owner when found.
concessions to elevators, holding that terstate traffic are among the most
neighbors are especially welcome
State aforesaid, and that said firm
Chancellor ing
quired and no apprentice drudgery;
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD ' will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
and
it is rebating. The St. Louis Terminal important on the list
cordially invited.
Commander. Harry
Albuquerque, N. Mw DOLLARS for each and every case
coWany, owning two bridges over the Early in the week there will be a 200 students last year. Catalogue 1st.
of
Martin, Keeper
pub. Sept 30, last pub. Oct. 11, '11. of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
free. United Trade School, Los
Mississippi river, 13 being brought to large gathering of notables In Atlanta
Records and Seal.
the use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
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monument
California.
a
dedication
of
of
the
Angeles,
for
on
the
its being
the bar
question
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Advertisement
Estray
a monopoly in restraint of trade. An erected in that city to commemorate
me
to
and
Sworn
before
subscribed
Notice la hereby given to whom It
NO.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
in my presence, this 6th day of De FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
other, issue that will be fought out the "peace mission" of the famous
may concern that the following de- cember.
102 Meets every Monday night at
D.
1886.
A.
DENTIST
scribed estray animal was taken up by
'
early in the term Is whether the stock Gate City guards, who toured the
A. W. GLEASON,
their hall in the Schmidt building, Suite 4, Crockett
Building. Has phones
janl3 in the large cities are common northern states shortly after the close FOR SALE 700 head of sheep, Ra-- J. H. Head, White Water, N. M.
Notary Public.
west of Fountain Square, at eight
One bay mare, about 23 (Seal)
.
office
and
fa el Gallegoa.
residence.
at
r;i Tiers within the meaning of 'the of the war to promote fraternal feelHall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter
coro'clock. Visiting 'membera are
A case ing between the north and the south.
years old,- 600 lbs., 14 hands.
estate commerce laws.
nally, and acts directly on the blood
welcome.
E.
E.
'
preaidially
Gehring,
and mucous surfaces of the system, .
Branded
.
vinst the Baltimore and Ohio South-tor- n The senate committee appointed to FOR SALE Furniture for a four
ATTOItNE Y
dent; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, Secre
Send for testimonials free.
On left hip
the election of Senator
room flat Phone Main 130.
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C. Pally, Treasurer.
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to
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being
decision as to 'whether a railroad Lorimer
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Geo. H- Hunker
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unless claimed by owner on r
: transport
Take Hall's Family Pills for. const!
FOR SALE A heater in good condi- isoara,
sheep through a state sessions Monday in Chicago.
before Oct. 21, 1911, said date being 10
'
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NO.
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pation.
show,
The International
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vertisement said estray will be sold
New Mexico
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by this Board for the benefit of the James C. Dahlman, "Cowboy", Mayo
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of
the
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owner
when
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of
rooms
found.
Montefiore
at
in
ever
held
and
Temple
and
machinery
,
products
FOR SALE 100 good chickens, one
T'o battle for the initiative
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Mayor Jas. C. Dahlman started his
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
milch cow and calf. John Craig,
referendum, the foundation stone of the world, will open in Milwaukee
MASSAGE
career as a cowboy,-- and is at present
N. M.
Albuquerque.
Isaac Appel,
ten
for
and
continue
cordially invited.
days,
1901 N. Eighth St
the Oregon primary system, 'will be Tuesday
1st pub. Sept. 30, last' pub. Oct. 11, '11. mayor of Omaha, and has the follow
SecPresident; Chartea Greenclay,
Sheriff of Dawes Co.
Wednesday is the day set for the
ing record:
fought before the court early In Nov
MRS., OLUE SHEARER
Neb., three terms; mayoi of Chadron
retary.
ember. In view of the fact that num- beginning of the trial in Los Angeles FOR SALE Legal blanks of all deAdvertisement
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o
com
two
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terms;
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of
years;
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NO.
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and
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they
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consequences. The matter comes ago. ;
'';' FOR RENT A pew modern five room Branded
deal of relief so I cheerfully recom
ways welcome.
to the supreme court as an appeal in At a special election Tuesday the
mend them." Yours truly, ,
Foley's Kidney Remedy (Liquid)
brick cottage. Inquire 903 Third 8t.
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left
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is a great medicine of proven value
- a
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DAHLMAN,
hip
C.
the
will
decide
California
of
(Signed)
suit brought by the Pacific States
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Said animal being unknown to tn
Don't trifle with a cold is good ad- for both acute and chronic kidney
Telephone and Telegraph company fate of several proposed amendments FOR ; RENT Front bedroom or two
'
Co.
unless
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owner
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by
for prudent men and women. It and bladder ailments. It is especialvice
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.: National Ave.
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... Ity of the Indictment of Charles , F. Wednesday on an
in grown persons, take Foley's Honey
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i7 the
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uta'c;?, there are now more than 700 Co.
1:10 P. M
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co. ; Pjjard, unless claimed by owner on or No. 10
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CHAPTER VIl. The owner of the tm- ne Jed Bung-ay- ,
appears and he and hie
give the captain a weloome. Sudylfe
denly a party of horsemen axe observe
coming down the road
CHAPTER
They are led by a
man claiming Vin.
to be Red
who
orders Mrs. Buneav to artvaLowrle,
them tnnA
and her husband to aot as' a guide. The
woman discovers the man to be a
Impostor, attacks the Intruder and
there la a general melee.
CHAPTER IX. The disguised leader
proves to be Major Brennan, a Federal
officer whom the Unlonglrl recognizes.
He orders the arrest of
as a spy.
The girl protests and saysWayne
she will appeal
to General Sheridan.

a

CHAPTER X. Wayne held prisoner In

eopse, sees files of Confederates
the road at a distance and knows pass
that
has

delivered the message.
Craig
CHAPTER XL-T- he
Is brought
before General Sheridancaptive
who refuses to
get him free unless he reveals the secret
CHAPTER

Wayne is led
to understand that the woman
he admires
la Edith Brennan. wife of the Federal officer, who hates him. He la given the
aholce of revealing the Lee message or
of being shot aa a spy.
Xn.-Cap-

taln

' CHAPTER
Xin. Wayne Is rescued
from his prison by Jed Bungay. One of
them must get a quick report through the
lines to General Lee and Jed atarta on
the mission.

CHAPTER

the

of

garb
an absent officer of the Union artillery,
Wayne penetrates to the ballroom, where
a social army function la In progress,
and pretends to be CoL .Curran of Ohio.
XrW-Flndl-

na;

CHAPTER XV. The disguised scout la
Introduced to a Miss Miner. She knows
the Curran family and Wayne barely
being unmasked. Edith Brennan
appears on the scene.

es

CHAPTER XVL Mrs. Brennan recor- Elaes Wayne. She having been led to
that ho had been sent away, learns
of the treachery of Maj. Brennan and
will save him.
she
ays

CHAPTEB.XIX. Bidding nr
rielf ae
the North
Wayne start- - alone o
a wild dashadieu,
for liberty. Encountering
nan n. 2 lieutenant's uniform, he oca-- el
him to accompany aim.

"

CHAPTER
to bo

at

XX. His 'companion turns
in disguise. They
aod face towards

M Bungay

pi ear the Vt&m lines
Ute Oonfajimra eo

XXI. Captain rTayme and
faithful Jed reach thoXee camp In
ara
sent
ana'
ety
wLunxumuj
iroemenw ' wbmm
'
'
"
'
"
''
CHAPTER XXn. Wayne and his regl-ne- ct
are eent to aave tho Confederat
In the battle of Shenandoah. " Here
army
STaolld wall of blue overwhelm thetn and
he regiment ia lost
,
It

CHAPTER

mr

'

;

CHAPTER XX.11 1. Wayne Is wounded
where he
taken to the Held hospital,who
Is kind
by Edith Brennan,
Ed
,
gracious.
CHAPTER XXTV. The wounded Confederates have a hard night tide as they
are returned to camp, Wayne among

'

CHAPTER XXV. Wayne ioirr '.hat
Major Brennan hae scattered the false-to
hood that he is a coward and refused
meet him to wipe out an lneult to Edith
Brennan.
XXVL-Wa- yne
and Jed
CHAPTER
detail
Bungay are sent on a scouting
from Richmond. The latter learns that
the fortunes of war have disrupted his
home and that hla wife is a fugitive.
CHAPTER. XXVII. The Confederate
where
detail arrives at the Mlnor place
Cella Minor and Mrs.
Wayne meets Miss
Brennan
appears.
Edith
Bungay.
CHAPTER XXVin. The Confederates
that
a Federal courier and learn
raptureBrennan
Is marching in their
Major
They prepare to intercept nlm.
guerrillas arCHAPTER XXno-Sorive at the Minor place and fire tho
stables. Wayne and his detachment are
besieged in the bouse.
me

CHAPTER XXX. Brennan and hi
men appear. They are admitted to the
house and form a coalition with Wayna
to nght oft the guerrillas.
CHAPTER XXXI. Wayne meets Edith
and feels grateful for her friendly interest Brennan dictatorlally assumes control of the situation.
The guerrillas
XXXII.
CHAPTER
break Into the mansion and just as the
to triumph, Edith
renegades are about of
a rescuing party
announces tho arrival
Of blue coats.
.

(Coni&4 Win Tcerday)
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"Why," she exclaimed in momentary
confusion. "I supposed I should know
before you awoke, and have ample
time to escape unobserved.
I dis
covered you lying here. Yon were
resting very uncomfortably when I
first came, and I felt It my duty to
render your position as easy as pos
sible. I did not forget that your fatigue came In our defense."
"Could you not say In yours V I
corrected. "But I have already been
more than repaid. Tour hand upon
my brow was far more restful than
I can tell you Its soft stroking mingled in my dreams even before I awoke.
It brought back to me the thought of
my mother. I do not think I have had
A woman's hand press back my hair
,'
?
xince I was a child."
r
"There was a look of pain upon your
face as you lay sleeping, and I thought
it might ease you somewhat. I have
had some experience as a nurse, you
know," she. explained quietly. "Ton
mentioned your mother; is she yet
living
"She is in Richmond, stopping with
friends, but since my capture we have
lost all trace of each other. I was
reported as having been killed in action, and I doubt if she even yet
knows the truth.
Everything is
so confused in the capital that
it is impossible to trace any
one not directly connected with the
army, once you lose exact knowledge
of their whereabouts." '.
".Your father, then, is dead?"
"He yielded his life the first year
of the war; and our plantation near
Charlottesville has been constantly in
the track of the armies. One rather
important battle, Indeed, was fought
upon it, so you may realize that it is
now desolate and utterly unfit for habitation."
"The house yet stands?"
"The chimney and one wall alone rewas last there," I remained when
plied, glad of the interest she exhibited. "Fortunately two of the negro
cabins were yet standing. Doubtless
these will form the nucleus ' of our
home when the war ceases; they
will prove a trifle better than the
mere sky."
- "The south is
certainly paying a terrible price for rebellion," she said soberly, her fine eyesjllled with tears. "I
am sure I have taf led here quite as
long as I should, now that I can be of
no further service."
As she gathered her skirts in her
hand preparatory to descending the
stairs, I yielded to temptation and
stopped her. Right or wrong I must
yet have one word more.
"I beg of you do not desert me so
soon.
This may prove our final meet
ing Indeed, I fedr it must.be; surely, then, It need not be so brief a
one?"
"Our final meeting?"
She echoed my words as thougn
scarcely comprehending their mean

r

J

ing.

"Yes," I said, rising and standing before her. "How can we hope it shall
be otherwise? I am not free to remain here, even were it best for other
reasons, for I am a soldier under orders. You undoubtedly will proceed
north at the earliest possible moment.
There is scarcely a probability that in
the great wide .world we shall meet
again."
"The war will soon be over; perhaps
then you may come north also."
"I iscarQfely expect to do so. ... My
work then will be to Join with my com-- ,
rades in an effort to rebuild the shattered fortunes of Virginia. ..When rt.he
Jlnesof lives diverge so widely as
ours must, the chances are indeed few
that they ever meet again." "
"But surely you csn remain here'unr
til we leave?" she questioned, evidently striving not to reveal the depth
of interest she felt in the decision.1. "It
will not be until tomorrow that all' details are arranged so as to permit of
our departure. ' I had supposed you
would certainly be with us until then."
"Mrs Brennan!" I exclaimed almost passionately, "do not tempt me!
Your wish is a temptation most difficult to resist." '
4,
"Why resist, then?"',.
She did not look at me, but stood
twisting a handkerchief nervously
through her fingers. The abrupt question startled me almost into full confession, but fortunately my eyes
chanced to fall upon her wedding-ring- ,
and instantly I crushed the mad words
back into my throat.
"Because it Is right," I replied slowly, feeling each sentence as a deathblow. "For me to remain can mean
only one thing. For that I am ready
enough, If I thought you desired it, but
I dare not choose such a course myself."
'You speak in riddles. 'What is the
one thing?"
"A personal meeting with Major
Brennan."
The high color deserted her cheeks,
and her eyes met nine in sudden in
'quiry. "Oh, no, no!" she exclaimed
with energy. "You and Frank must
never meet in- that way. You mean
a duel?"
I
"! ' "I was permitted
A.

to am in defense of this bouse only
by pledging myself to Major Brennan
afterwards."
"But why need it be at least now
that you have stood together as conv
rades?"
"I fear," I said quietly,' "that fact
will not count for much. We both
fought inspired by your presence."
"Mine!" I hardly knew how to in
terpret her tone.
"Certainly; you cannot be ignorant
that Major Brennan'i dislike is based
upon your friendship for me."
"But there Is no reason," she stam
mered. "He has no cause "
"His reason I must leave him to ex
plain," I interrupted, to relieve her evident embarrassment "His words, how
ever, were extremely explicit; and to
ignore thetn by departure la to imperil my own reputation in both armies. I would do so for no one else is
the world but you."
you?" she
, "How can I ever thank
asked gravely. "Captain Wayne, you
make me trust you utterly, and place
me constantly in your debt"
"Then you realize that I am right T"
"Yes," slowly, but making no effort to release her hands. "Yet is no
other escape possible?"
"None within my knowledge." ,
"And you must go?"
"I must go unless you bid me
stay." ,
"Oh, I cannot;' I cannot at such a
cost!" she cried, and I could feel her
with the intensity of her
body tremble
emotion.. ' "But, Captain Wayne, our
friendship surely need not be severed
now for ever? I cannot bear to think
that it should be. I am no cold, heartless ingrate, and shall never, forget
what you have done to serve me. , I
value every sacrifice you have made
on my behalt Let us Indeed ' part
now if,' as you say, it must be so;
yet surely there are happier days in
store for both of us days when the
men of this nation will not wear differ
ent uniforms and deem it manly to
fight' and kill each other."
"The great struggle will certainly
cease, possibly within a very few
weeks," I answered, greatly moved by
her earnestness, "but I fear the men
engaged in it will remain much the
same in their natures however they
may dress. I can only say this: Were
the path clear, I would surely find you,
no matter where you were hidden."
"How terrible it is that a woman
must ever choose between such evils,"
she said almost bitterly. "The heart
says one thing and duty another all
through life, It seems to me. I have so
much of suffering in these last few
months, so much of heartless cruelty,
that I cannot bear to be the cause of
You and Major Brennan
any more.
must not meet; but, Captain Wayne, I
will not believe that we are to part
thus forever."
"Do you mean that I am to seek you
when the war closes?"
"There will be no time when I shall
not most gladly welcome you."
'Your home?" I asked, wondering
still if she could mean all that her
wards implied.
"I have, never known
where you resided in. the north."
"Stonington, Conn." She smiled at
me through the tears ' yet clinging to her long lashes. "You may
never come, of course; yet I shall
always feel now that perhaps you will;
and that is not like a final goodby,
is it?"
I bowed above the hands I held,
and pressed my Hps upon them. For
the moment I durst not speak, and
then a voice suddenly sounded in the
hall below:
"I am greatly obliged to you, Miss
Minor; she is probably lying down.
I will run up and call her."
We started as it rudely awakened
from a dream, while a sudden expression of fright swept across her face.
"Oh, do not meet him," she begged
piteously. "For my sake do not remain here."
"I will go down the back stairway,"
I returned hastily, "but do you indeed
mean it? May I come to you?"
"Yes, yes; but pray go now!"
Unable, longer to restrain myself, I
clasped .her to me, held her for one
brief instant strained to my breast,
kissed her twice upon lips which had
no opportunity for refusal. . ,
"ThIsworld is not so wide but that
somewhere in it I shall again find the
one woman "of. lay heart," I whispered
passionately, and was gone.
-

'

CHAPTER XXXIV.
A Plan. Miscarried.
I remembered as I hurried down the
back stairway her flushed face, but
could recall no look of indignant pride
in those clear eyes whose pleasant
memory haunted me. She loved me;
of this I now felt doubly assured, and
the knowledge made my heart light,
even while I dreaded the consequences
to us both.
I stepped out into the kitchen and
came to a sudden pause, facing a table
laden with such a variety and abundance of food as had been strange to
me for many a long day. 'Directly opposite, a napkin tucked beneath his
double :Mn, his plate piled high with
good things, sat Ebers, while at either
end I beheld Mr. and Mrs. Bungay similarly situated. The astonishment of
our meeting seemed mutual. The Ser
geant, apparently feeling the necessity
of explanation, wiped his mouth so
berly.
"I vos yoost goin' to fill me op mlt
der dings like a good soldier, Captain,'
he said in anxiety.
"No doubt; well, I am rather hungry
myself. Mrs. Bungay, in memory ol
old times cannot you spare me a plate 1
If so, I will take pleasure in joining
your happy company. Thank you. I
see you have found .your man."
' "I have
thet, sir," she answered,
grimly, "an I reckon as how he's like
ly ter stav et .hum arter this." '
.

OCTOBER

"But you rorget he is my guide," I
protested, not disinclined to test hei
temper. "Surely, Mrs. Bungay, you
would not deprive the South of his val
uable services?"
"An wouldn't I, now? An' didn't
thet little whifflt promise me long
afore he ever did you uns? Ain't he
my nat'ral protector? Whut's a Ions
female a goin' ter dew yere in ther
mountings wl'out no man?"
"Come, Jed, what do you say? Are
you tired lighting the battles of th
Confederacy, and prefer those ot
home?"
"I like ter read all Tout flghtin well
'nough, but durn it, Cap, it kinder
hurts whin they hits ye on ther head
with a gun." His face lit up sud
denly. "'Sides, I sorter wanter hev
Mariar git 'qualnted with thet thai
muel o' mine, Beelzebub. He's out thar
now, hitched ter a tree, an' a eatin' fit
ter bust his bller never a durn mark
on his hide fer all he wint through."
"Well, I suppose I shall be compelled
io let you and Beelzebub go, but it will
prove a serious loss to the cause ol
ihe South," I said, my thoughts in
stantly turned by mention of the mule
to matters of more importance. "I expect there will bo lively times up
your way." "Ye kin Jist bet thar will," enthusiastically. '"It'll be nip and tuck,
t reckon, but I'm mighty hopeful o'
Mariar, Thet dern muel he needs ter
b,e took down a peg."'
""Sergeant," I said, "did you send out
a party to bring in our horses and the
.
.
sabers?"
"It vos all done already; der horses
vos found und der swords."
"How. many men have we lost?"
'
"Der vos five kilt. Captain; dot vos
It. I vos hit mlt der ear off; Sands
is goin' to die, und maybe Elliott vill
not get some better; some odders vos
hurted."
"How many men does that leave us
fit for duty?" I asked decisively, push--'nback mv plate and rising from the
':-

.

.

'

able.

"Dere vos twelve, Captain, mit me."
"That will do," I said. "In half an
iour from now have the men ready
or the road," and I turned and left the
00m.
We must depart at once. More than
r.ver now I realized the necessity for
';sste. I hoped to meet the officer comnnding the Federal detachment who
und come to our aid, pay him the cus
.oniary marks of respect, and get
.iv.ay without again coming in contact
.villi Major Brennan.
I felt myself
pledged to this course of action.
A

sentry stationed in the lower'

hall-?,,fi-

the officers were
messing .together in the fronj. parlor,
Informed me

and I at once headed that way. '. I
paused, however, to visit the wounded
for a moment, spoke cheerily to my
own men, and then, opening the door
quietly, entered the room which I had
last left in possession of the guerrillas. With the exception of broken
windows and bullet-scarrewalls little evidence remained of that contest
which had raged here with such fury
but a few hours previously. There
were numerous dark stains upon the
carpet, but much of the furniture had
been restored to place, while a cheerful wood fire crackled In the open
grate. Before It three men were sit
ting smoking, while upon a small table
close at their elbows rested a flat bottle, flanked by several glasses. A
single glance sufficed to tell me they
were Federal cavalrymen, one being
d
lieutenant whom I had
the
already met.
"I am seeking the commander of
s
I explained,
this detachment"
they glanced at me in surprise at my
entrance unannounced. "I am Captain Wayne, in charge of the Confed
erate troop which was engaged in de
fense of this house."
A portly man with a strong face, and
wearing a closely clipped gray beard,
arose from a comfortable armchair
and advanced with hand extended.
"I am Captain Moorehouse, in command," he answered, cordially, "and
am very glad to meet you. Will you
not join us? My second lieutenant,
who has positive genius in that line,
has unearthed a few bottles of rather
choice whisky which we will divide
most eladlv." .
d
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BENEFIT.

REAPING

From the Experience of East Las
Vegas People.
We are fortunate Indeed to be able
to profit by the experience of our
neighbors. The public utterances of
East Las Vegas residents on the following subject will Interest and
benefit thousands of our readers.
Read this statement No better proof
can be had.
Mrs. Anna Pearce, 905 Tllden Ave,
East Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: "1
have nothing to withdraw from the
public statement I gave in January,
1907, in praise of Doan's Kidney
Pills. 1 was troubled for about a year
by disordered kidneys, the most annoying symptom being a kidney
Weakness.
Doan's Kidney Pills, nro- cured at the Center Block Pharmacy,
corrected my trouble. I have had a
few shllght recurrences of the diffi
culty but at such times I have taken
Doan's Kidney Pills and they have
never failed to have beneficial ef-

dave

fect"

For sale by all dealers. Prlna ' 60
cents.
FosteiMllburn
Co., Buffalo,
rew York, sole agents for the United
States.
,
Remember the name Doan's rnd
take no other.
4

FEAST OF .TABERNACLES
Oct jn all the Jewish
temples . and synagogues of the metropolis special services were held y
in celebration of the feast ' vf
tabernacles. This .festal day is called in Hebrew Succoth and falls nro
the 15th of Tishrl in the Hebrew cal
endar, and lasts eight days.
The
eighth day i called "the day of solemn assembly."
The festival commemorates the
harvest season of the ancient Israel
ites and is a period of thanksgiving
for the blessings received. The Is
raelite who, in obedience to the divine
command, left his house for the week
of the festival, and took up his abode
!n a booth or tabernacle, and lived
through as it wiere, an important
epoch of his people's history, has
thereby replenished the springs
of
Jewish sentiment. He was also thereby taught to remember that just as
Israel in the wilderness was protect
ed by God, so is he being guarded in
his earthly pilgrimage.
New York,

!'.::;!

7.--
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INDIANA

MURDER

Announcement Cards
Engraved Cards

TRIAL.

Danville, Ind., Oct. 7. Not since
the famous HInshaw murder case has
this section dicplayed such a lively
interest in a criminal trial as is now
manifested in the Moon murder trial,
which is scheduled to begin Monday.
The defendant James Harvey Moon,
Is accused of the murder of Constable Oliver Wilhoite and of Mrs.
Nora Moon Baldock.
The - double
tiagedy occurred last May. Con
stable Wilhoite was shot and killed
at the Moon home, where the officer
had gone to serve a writ of restitution. The killing of Mrs. Baldock, a
cousin of Moon, occurred immediately afterward at her own home,
about quarter, of a mile from the
Moon home where Wilhoite wa6
killed.
WON'T
TOLERATE

SOCIETV

Wedding Stationery

Calling Cards
Birth Announcements

Programs
and Stationery

CATARRH

Get Rid Of It!

There

1b

one sure way to banish

catarrh and along with it the

disgust-

ing symptoms such as hawking, sn
and spitting.
Breathe HYOMEI, that's all youve
got to do. Breathe it a few minutes
a few times a day! Breathe it deep
into the lungs and see how qu'.ckl?
the sore, germ ridden membrane will
clear up and inflammation vanish.
HYOMEI Is pure antiseptic air, it
does not contain morphine, cocaine
or other habit forming drugs. It is
made from 'Australian eucalyptus and
other antiseptics, and it Is rigidly
for catarrh, asthma,
guaranteed
croup, bronchitis, coughs and oolds.
Complete outfit (Inhaler' and bottle)
$1.00, separate bottles, If afterward
needed, 50 cents, at E. Gf. Murphey's
and druggists everywhere. '

The. Use of Cardui.

AMERICAN GIRL WEDS GERMAN,
Berlin, Oct. 7. The marriage here
of Miss May Bestor, daughter
letter
Fla.
a
from
this
In
today
Tampa,
city, Mrs. E. C. Coram writes: "I was of Mrs. Ella W. Beator of Minneapoall weakened and worn out with woand Herr Gustav J. Waetzold,
manly troubles. .My husband brought lis,
me some Cardui as a tonic, and, from who is in the German diplomatic
the first day, it seemed to help.
service, was wltnesstd by numerous
I had almost lost my reason,' but
members of the American colony In
thanks to Cardui, I did not. Soon, I
felt and looked like a new woman. I Berlin and by many persons prominI ent in German official life. The cerethink the remedy is wonderful.
recommend it to my friends, for I have mony took place this afternoon tn
received great benefit from it."
Gedaechtnlss
Cardui acts specifically on the weak- the Kaiser Wilhelm
reside !u
will
The
Klrche.
couple
ened womanly organs, strengthening
the muscles and nerves, and building Rome, where Herr Waetzold is secre-

-

Printed by the

Publishing
Company
,

.

them up to health.
nerIt helps to refresh the worn-ou- t
vous system and relieves the effects of
overwork, both mental and physical.
Fifty years' successful use ' fully
prove the merit of this purely vegetable, tonic remedy for women.
In every community, there live soma
who have been benefited by Cardui.
The beneficial effects ot this time
tested woman's remedy, soon show
different ways.
themselves in
' many
Try it

Printers of
SATISFACTORY

PRINTING

tary of the Germany embassy.
RACING

AT PI M LI CO.

Baltimore, Md., Oct 7. The fall
meeting of the Maryland Jockey club
opened at the Pimlico track this afternoon and will run for fourteen
days. The events on the eard of the
opening day Included the Inaugural
steeplechase, the Baltimore cup, for
N. B. Vn'tf to: Ladles' Advisory Dept., Chattanooga MedicintCo., Chattanooca, Ttnn., for Special
riders, and the Hobook, "Home TretnKit
Imtnwtiems, and
for Women," sent in plain wrapper on request.
tel Kern an purse, with $600 added.

Our Prices Are Right
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Always

Michigan Concord

Grapes

As the season will soon tlbse? for

Concord grapes, take
and buy while you can

get the best at Nolette's!

Trj" a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.

David Jones was arrested last night
tight on the charge of drunkenness

IN TODAY

advantage
c4

for 40c per Basket
AT
!

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY
H

e,

COAL

jfl

J

D

VJOOD

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Anthracite
Foot oiMmln

Steam

Coal, all sizes

gjg VV

Coal

Sawed Wood and Kindling

G O II D Oil

Phonm

n"gf

THE BIG FAIR WILL

1870

The

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

,

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domastio and Foreign Exchange.
A

Our Pride Flour

CLOSE ITS DOORS

Today the gang of carpentere working on the new; building for the mov- TONIGHT IS LAST OPPORTUNITY
'
ing picture Bhow were busy raising
OF LAS VEGAS TO VIEW
now the building
and
the roof trusses
- . THE EXHIBITS.
begins to loom up in fine style. The
work is being pushed to completion
That the big agricultural fair of
as rapidly aa possible that the show
San Miguel county has been a great
nay be opeend early this. fail.
success is shown by the nig crowds
Isaac Bacharach yesterday
cele that have attended. Yesterday over
brated his birthday. Mrs. Bacharach 1,000 persons were attracted to the
to see the wonderful exhibits
planned a surprise for him. She in armory
and
today'
nearly twice that number
vitea in & number of mends to a
have looked at the displays. All yesdinner.
Those
sumptuous
present
were Messrs. and Mesdames Charles terday afternoon and evening and this
afternoon the Greater Las Vegas
Greenclay, H. M. Smith, C. S. Losey, band has been on hand
and to the
Ludwdg W. Ilfeld and Mra. Simon
tune of their music j the crowds have
Bacharach.
viewed the exhibits.
This afternoon many went to the
Last night a fancy display of ice field
west Of the armory lo witness
vita cut flowers frozen In It in the the
contests. Entered in these
riding
Crystal Ice company's booth at the were many riders from Las Vegas as
Las Vegas agricultural fair melted and well as skilled horsemen from the
;
ran into the booth In which Bachar- ranches of the
surrounding country.
ach Brothers had a fine display of Many were attracted
by the big buckdress goods. The water thoroughly ing bull belonging to T. A. Altera. To
soaked the goods.
But it was all ride this animal riders came from all
wool and a yard wide and is not any around to
try to Btick to him withthe worse for the wetting.
out being thrown. ' Besides this contest' there were many fine exhibitions
The prize offered by Gross. Kelly of riding' and horses were many as
and company for the best loaf of bread were the riders. A number of other
baked with Empress flour, for which athletic stunts were pulled off with
they are the distributors, was won many contestants.
by Mrs. Norman Skinner. The prize
Tonight the building will be open
is a handsome gold chatelaine watch until 10 o'clock so that those who
and is one that waa well worth trying have not yet visited the fair may do
for. Picking the winner fell to the so
hand will give a concert toat
of
ladies'
the
and
the
armory after the big il
night
judges
department
it was with no little difficulty that luminated parade.
they made their decision as the competitors were many and the quality
Charles Duffy, or Charles Doll, as
Of all of the loaves of bread was
Over 25 cooks competed sometimes called, is in. the city jail
for this one. premium so the trouble for 15 days and, unless he succeeds
in picking the winner can well be in raising $15, he will toe in the city's
employ for that length of time. He
imagined.
w as arrested last
night on the charge
He claimetf this
of drunkenness.
NOTICE TO OUR PATRONS.
Some unreliable person has been morning that he only took one drink
soliciting business in our name, and tvnd that he must have been drugged.
we have had several complaints about Despite what he , said, appearances
work we have never received. We were against him and he was senhave no solicitor, but any call gjven tenced by Judge D. R. Murray to 15
via phone Main 35, or goods deliv-eie- d days in the cooler. Duffy or' Doll
at 523 Sixth street, will receive says that he will take the matter up
before the district court and investipiompt and careful attention.
The Parisian Cleaners.
gate the charge that he was drugged.
Against whom this charge will be
made he failed to state.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
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TheGraaf

& Hayward Co. Store

3. H. STEARNS
GROCER.

'
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Phone Main

Cauliflower, egg plant, summer squash, pearl onions, green onions,
dry onions, horse radish root, ripe and green tomatoes, red and
green cllll, mangoes, quinces, Virginia sweet potatoes, cabbage, lettuce, etc. A full line of groceries, meats, Kansas City and natlre,
and Bakery goods.

.'.

Las Veas Steam
Laundry
81

617

5iaa on band for tie conyentidn choice eating aha looking apples,
pears, Santa Fe freestone peaches, German' prunes, plums, Concord
Mission and Tokay grapes, Valencia oranges and other fruits.

In Vegetables

'

Douglas

Don't Fail to See Our
Booth at the Fair

In the past week Captain George
Morrison has received a communication from Lieutenant F. S. Young,
who was the government Instructor
and inspector at Camp Mills at the
recent encampment, asking If it would
be possible for him to bring Company
H to El Paso at the time of the statehood celebration, which occurs on Oc:
tober 19, 20 and 21. Captain Morrison has answered in the affirmative
and is now waiting for an answer to
Lis communication. This letter was
sent to the company commander
through the office of the adjutant general and waa approved by him. A
similar letter has been sent to all the
company commanders and the plan
is to have the New Mexico National
guard at the celebration to participate in the various events. They will
be quartered at Fort Bliss with the
regulars and all expenses will be paid
by the fair association. Captain
to expecting a letter every day
now and is in readiness to go with the
company. The boys in the company
are working hard and will make a
good showing if called to the celebra'
"
tion.
;'.'
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3 to 6 weeks, whereas, it takes other manufacturers selling
the nsual way from 4 to 6 months to accomplish the same
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"ASQUARE DEAD'

but we can put you onto
the right way to sell goods,
'

by

-

ELECTRIC ADVERTISING
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Let us furnish you an
Electric sign. Just call us up
and mention Electric Signs
and we will make you a

proposition that will look
good to you.

'

Las Vegas Light

Power Co.
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Big VJinzlovj Solo
Anotkpr
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This Time It Is a

15

cent and 75 cent Sale
Of

ftfat Grade

Guaranteed Blue
Turquoise Enamel Ware
Articles worth 25 cents to 50 cents go for 15 cents
Articles worthr $1.00 to $1,50 go for 75 cents '
'

'
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You Will Lose If You Miss These Bargains
::-U-

JQUfJCEH & son

.:C.

Mor-risso- n
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THE PEOPLED ANNUAL HOLIDAY
New Mexico State Fair Albuquerque Oct.

:
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CURTISS AVIATION MEET
Glenn H. Curtiss, Director
of

international repute will thrill the crowds for
three days, Oct. 11, 12 and 13:

$1000 "Bull" Durham Stake for

,

9-1-

a:ia Pacers

,to be raced "Bull" Durham Day, Friday Oct. 13.

This stake

was given by the Blackwell Durham Tobacco Co.
Exciting Horse Races

Base Ball Every Day

Fun by the Ton
Feature Upon Feature
Instructive Departments
Special rates on all railroads;
B.
John
McManus,
Isaact Barth, Pres.

;'
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Secy-Mng- r.

of

Empress
Flour
Sold By

36 fine varieties of Dahlias on Exhibition

'Direct From Factory to Wearer
3

While in a fit of temDorary demeu
as her relatives and friends
Mrs. Manuel Rublo,-- a resident
of the West Side, yesterday after
noon poured the contents of a can of
coal oil over her clothing after which
she Btruck a match and applied the
flame to her skirts. ' In a moment
the woman's body was a blazing
torch. Screaming with pain she
rushed from her home and into the
street Neighbors, hearing her cries,
ran to Mrs. Rubio's assistance. With
rugs and carpets they beat out., the
flames. The woman was carried into
the home of a neighbor. A physician
was called. He, pronounced her case
hopeless. Mrs. Rublo, after several
hours of terrible agony, died at 11:30
o'clock last night.
Mrs. Rubio was about 18 years Df
age. She was married about a year
ago. A short time since a tittle child
born to her was claimed by death. It
is believed this unbalanced her mind.
Mrs. Rubio had been heard to say, It
is alleged, that her husband had
driven her from her home.' District
Attorney Charles W. G. Ward made
an investigation of the case this
morning. He was informed by the
girl's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herrera,
that the life of their daughter and
her husband was a happy one. The
young husband was away from home
working when the horrible tragedy
occurred. It is said no witnesses were
present when Mrs. Rublo set fire to
her clothing. In her suffering following the deed she was able to give
an account of what she had done.

Line Selling System
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MRS. MANUEL RUBIO YESTERDAY
POURED OIL ON SELF AND -IGNITED IT.
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The Regal People Use the Straight

DIES

way, the quickest and most satisfactory way, la to have us
come and get it, "this will do

20 Pounds
for

We have all the New Fall Styles.

SET FIRE TO

'

ESTABLISHED

than ever before.

Bridge

.

Screened and Lump Raton Corrlllos

Our New Fall Line of Regal Shoes, complete in every
detail,' is now here. We are better prepared to please you

Ilfeld
Ludwig Wm.
Street

.'

The first heavy frost of the season
occurred early this morning.
Then
first ice formed this fall was discovered Friday morning at Harvey's up-pranch.

"REGAfc S HOE S"

Fot the Cold Spell. Are You?
See our line of Heaters; Stove-pipStoveboards,
'
Coal Buckets, etc.
A 5 minutes walk or ride may save you $5.00.

and Is an 'occupant of the city Jail,
Fhere he will be until brought before the court Mpnday morning.
--

7, 1911.

We Are Ready

LOCAL NEWS

A NEW SHIPMENT OF

OCTOBER

SATURDAY,

C. D, BOUCHER

Rams For

SfeJ

350 Head of Rambouillet and Delaine Merino Rams
- These rams ate specially'bred for range purposes and by one
of the best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
ourranch since the 1st of July. They are in fine shape for service
thisfall. Would be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
stopping at our station, Shoemaker, and show them' the rams.
For further particulars address,

''',

;

J. P. Van Houten

Co.

Shoemaker. N. M.

(Ths Coffee Man.)

CLASSIFIED ADS HIT THE -- BULLS EYE

